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Introduction
The use Of air at hl^ presaure has à long history in the 
annals of medicine. After an initial flush of enthusiasm# interest 
in this topic waned although some physiological investigations on 
the, effects of high ambient pressures were necessary for military 
purposes both in submarine warfare and also in deep sea diving.
When oxygen beoame commercially available as a therapeutic instrument 
in the l$20*s interest was focused on the use of oxygen at higher 
pressures than normal in the treatment of various disorders, A good 
review (Jacobson, et,al, 1964) Is available of the history of the use 
of hyperbaric oxygeh and the endeavours to manipulate it in the 
treatment of various organs and systems. In the last twenty years 
efforts have been made to usé this mechanism in the treatmentoof 
various forms of heart disease,
Early experimental work on animals seemed to demonstrate that 
there was possible benefit in the experimental infarct situation 
with special reference to diminution of liability to arrhythmias 
(Smith and Lawson, 1962). Vfork was also put forifard which suggested 
that perhaps the area of infaro ted tissue might be limited (Trapp and 
Creighton, 1964)* Studies on human myooardial infarction were
2,
tmdortaken have been roperlied (Cameron, ,19658 Kcnmwet
» 1968). Woweyor, It beoame inpreasingly clear that an 
understanding of the fundemen%Ll changes in toyoeardiat blood flow 
and metabolism whipli oopurmd on exposure tp high pressures of 
oxygen was laeking and. little well dooumerited experimental work was 
available* The work iMoh had been done initially bad used 
experimental preparations wMoh in the main necessitated a 
thoracotomy in the experimental animal and although this provided 
valuable information, a method which could be used in closed 
chest animale would obviously b© preferable*
Jt was tl%e object of the investigation which is hero reported 
to assess methods of measuri% myocardial blood flow and to attempt 
to find a method which would be suitable for wpiâc in a hyperbario 
environment* $he pressure chamber at the Western Infirmary and 
the experimental laboratories of the Department of Surgery, the 
Western Infirmary, Gla^w, in which this work was to bo done, were 
of sufficient scope to enable sophisticated investigations to be 
undertaken* (figure 1)*
The method finally selected involved the estimation of 
myocardial blood flow by the direct injection of a radio-active gas 
^^%enon into the coronary arteries* When this method was well 
established and tested a programme of investigation was then drawn 
up* This included measurement of tlie effects of orygen at high 
pressures on myocardial blood flow and metabolism. When the changes
■"s
rMigii
fjl'.l1klifMra*ilMrm
figure If  ^fixternal viev of the pzeeeuze ohaitber at the 
Western Infirmary, Glasgow.
observed were eetabllehed beyond doubt, a combined pl^ elologioal 
and pliarmacolog'loal Investigation was undertaken to detèamine the 
methods by which these ohangee were brought about. Work was also 
done on the changes in myooardial blood flow with exposure to 
carbon dioxide and later investigation was made on the effect of 
carbon dioxide combined with oxygen at high pressures* Eventually, 
as a result of the early experiments, an investigation was made 
into the of foots of oxygen prolonged, to the length of time which 
was currently being used in clinical practice and the results of 
these investigations are presented*
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Chapter È
Tm t m m  üAB olhabâhob i«hqd of 
immmw^ mooabdxaXi bloqd
Thé use of solutions of radioactive gases in saline for the 
measurement of coronary blood flow was first described by Herd et.ai, 
in 1362* Furtiior work on this was done by Cohen et.al. in I964 
and Ross et.al, also in I964#
The basic principle is that radioactive gas is injected into 
the coronary artery and this is carried to the heart and diffuses 
rapidly from the capillaries throughout its substance, Thereafter 
arterial blood containing none Of the radioactive gas removes tlie 
isotope from the tissues of the heart and since it is highly 
diffusible its rate of removal is determined by the capillary blood 
flow, Thus the clearance of the radioactive gas from the heart is 
a direct method for measuring myocardial blood flow*
It is important to remember that although this method is in 
principle an indicator dilution method, the indicator does not remain 
in the vascular compartment as happens for instance in the measurement 
of Cardiac output but it diffuses throughout the tissue space* The 
removal of the indicator by progressive re-equilibration with fresh 
capillary blood gives the essential measurement that of the 
clearance of thé isotope from the myooardium^
17.
The basic formal mathematical analysis is now presented but 
before this is discussed the following assumptions are understood*
(1) The method assumes that idxe isotope diffuses rapidly throughout 
the tissue supplied by tlie artery in concentrations determined 
by the partition co-efficient (X ) between myocardium and 
blood.
* %  « concentration of isotope in myocardium
oonoentralion o isotope to blood
(2) Partition equilibrium occurs within the capillary transit tine.
(3) The detector over the heart gives a count rate proportional to 
the radioactivity In the cardiac tissues.
(4) The arterial blood during the measurement contains no isotope.
(5) A single system is being measured in which capillary flow over 
the time of detection is constant*
The radioactive gas, originally used in this type of experiment
85 155was ‘^Krypton but for reasons discussed later ■ "^ Xenon was chosen.
Galoulation of myocardial blood flow
A single bolus of radioactive gas is introduced into the artery, 
let Oa =  concentration of Xenon in artery*
Ov « concentration of Xenon in the. vein*
Cm % concentration of Xenon in the myocardium 
Qm » mass of Xenon in the syooardium
18»
%% ^  volume of myocardlim 
F flow of blood*- '
The rate of Qhm$û of tte amount of gao prooeat _im #e 
myooardlum is oxprosood in teœo of flow by the Fiok ps^ inoiplo*
-■,5^ ,« F (Ca . Ov) ...... (1)
After passa^ of Wlw# €a Ô '
•■• ^  --F.cv. - ; , (2)
But at equilibrium A  to # Gv to
cv * ,V w/
■ '  .;.U.(4)
*. SuMti'butin® (4) in (2) A AM ^ #.Qm (5)
(5) is a stautetl differential ©qtaatlôn whase general, eolntiGn in
#  « #  (0) (6)
(6) in the 0xix>3ntential decay expression to which #,(0) is
the, value of to #  the .initial part (t ^ '0) of the measured deoay, 
to the partiouler solution the otoarahoe rate .oonatant iS'
;\Vm
' ' ..".4 m
ào the partition ooaffioiemt 1b 'known the expression-means that 
flow per unit volme' cam-he- found when tho only miËmwn. -k- is 
oaloulated*
19.
Oaloulatioh of k ,
■ K is not ■meastired directly but is ■ OBlouXatecl from the time 
required for the exponentially decaying #  to fall from any value
to Imlf that value* This ia aalculatad thus:
- ' »
In the exprepoion #  ^  #  (O) - if the time required for
Qm (O) to fall to half its value is t& then 
* ' & - e ■
.kt&
jè
« 2
kt| - Iog^ 2 
k « log^ S
. As iùg 2 is 0# 63)15 h is therefore known when the half time t& 
(in minutes) is found* This is done in the standard manner by 
plotting the points of the olearanoe curve on semilogarithmio paper* 
from the straight line which is plotted the half time is derived and 
k is oaloulàted*
Equation (7) Oen now be written thus?
f « k A m  ***, + . (8)
If the volume of myocardium chosen is 100 ml* then
F = 100 ml./Wn./IQO ml. ...... (g)
Ü U *
As it is customary to cxproso flow in ml*/s}in*/lOO g* of tissue 
the dimensions of equation (g) are transformed thust
Flow « k X  1Ô0 ml*/min./lGO g# ... (10)
r
where f - density of u^ooardlum
AS ^  *» 1*05 mg./ml. (herd et.al, 1962) and
A «> 0.72 (Oonn
Then myocardial blood flow «i k % 0.72 x 100 ml./min./lOO g.
1.05 ...... (11)
. * %ocardial blood flow » 68#5 k ml#/min./100 g*
Figure 2 shows a typical olearanoe curve obtained with tMs 
method and the derivation of the blood flow therefrom.
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Mgmre 2; ïhis shows a typioal olearanoe owve obtained by 
tliis tqohniciiie of measuring myocardial blood flow*
(The Inset shows the transference of the Initial slope 
of the OWVÔ to semi«logarithmic paper and the derivation 
of the half-time from the slope 6f the straight line 
produced*
first obvio# difficulty with this type of thoorotlcaX 
approach is that it only teals %rlth flow per m%it Tolume or laasa 
of tispuo and not absolute-flow** IMs can be tealt with in 
03£perimental situations by a teclmiquO which allows for 
calculation of the absolute muu of tiéçue perfused by the artery 
used in the intentions* fMe can be done by intention of dyes 
or of barium and the actiW- tissue involved weighed* Absolute 
flows can then be derived* In experimental work where the degree 
of change in flow is important then flows found in this manner can 
be Used and the percentage change easily calculated*
second difficulty is that there is an obvious discrepancy 
between the theoretical predicted curves and the actual curves 
recorded* Inspection of a typical curve shows that it is not in 
the form of a single term exponential and analysis on scmilogarithmic 
paper indicates that, in fact, the mate3?i%' of experimental curves 
approxiraate to a bi##e%ponential foan*
^he early workers with this teoWique (Boss, et»al* I964) 
devised an experimental approach by which flows to a coronary artery 
could be measured by rc tame ter in a heart^ lumg preparation and 
simultaneously estimated by the radioactivity gas clearance teoimique. 
fhe correlation coefficient found for their experiments was 0*9!3*
glerler (1965) in a review of the theoretical derivation of
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the e#atiom8 measuring blood flow by external monitoring of 
radio-isotopesj pointed out that in suoh equations the likelihood 
of the ourve being truly exponential waS muoh Inoreased if the flow 
per unit volume was suffioiently rapid* hassen (1967) confirmed 
this and also suggested that of all the areas in which this type 
Of technique had been used to measure flow^  the myocardium Was by 
far the most convincing from a theoretical basis.
glerlor further discussed the analysis of the curve described 
and by a theoretical presentation of the functions of transit 
times was able to show that
■ ■£ » go # peak (!or zero time) value 
? a re a
Jo
and in;tWa,equation ft is not necessary to assume that equilibrium 
between blood and tissue exists. It is therefore theoretically 
possible to calculate the flow by two separate methods (a) thé 
semilogarithmio replot and derivation of half'*time (t&)$ (b) the
peak height over area method.
gierleÿ showed that in the given individual instances the first 
method overestimated the second by 17^ #^ although it is possible to 
underestimate or even- eqiml the other value. ' Obviously the nearer 
tlmt the semilo^ritWio ^ replot approximates to a straight line ^ the 
likelier is that these two values vi'lX agree. fo deal with the 
possible effects of tMs discrepancy in calculation %ees and Redding
(1967) in a long series compared results achieved by these two
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different methods of oaloulatlon. tn individual oases the 
percentage difference remained intact the oorrelaticn coefficient 
being very high indeed* In the vrark done in om? rnn laboratories 
during the initial development pf this method^  changes in blood 
flow produced by various manoeuvres were estimated by both 
teolmiquos and the percentage changes recorded were identical.
13?he diffusion equilibria between capillary bldod and tissues 
is an important factor but the assumption of continuous diffusion 
equilibria is reasonable for highly diffusible indicators such as 
heat, water or Xenon (Bassingthwaite et.pl* Igbo),
One factor of importance is tîiç high degree of solubility of 
Xenon in fat. It soon became obvious in our early series pf 
è'^ periments that the slope of the curve and the degree of residual 
radioactivity varied directly with the amount of fat in the 
myocardium being perfused. Ihis problem cf lipid solubility had 
been examined by Friesinger (1968) who was able to demonstrate 
that the residual high level of activity was due to the persistence 
Of Xenon in fat* ïDhls was done by a teoimique which involved 
serial autoradiographs#
Bassingthwaite, (i960) likewise devised an experiment
by which flow estimated by this technique was measured and compared 
to actual flow* highest correlation was achieved using the
standard mono-exponential analysis of the curve produced by the
25.
oXearauoé of "
fhe partition, ooeffioient (}^ ) for Xenon between myocardium 
and blood was taken as 0*72, a fact worked out in detail by 
0oan (196X). As our work involved greater than atmospheric 
pressures it was important to check tîiat thie partition coefficient 
did not vary with differing preesureo. fhere seemed to be no 
physical reason why this should happen but it was checked by 
producing Xenon curves -in some experimental tmirnale at differing 
atmospheric pressures while keeping the inspired oxygen tensions 
at a eoùstaïit level* fMs showed m  difference^  in peak, height, 
shape of ciarve or derived blood flow and it was assumed that the 
Xenon diffused equally at all the working preasiuzes*
: ■ ■ mggxoAL mmihn i*^hod
Ü?hê basic expérimental set up is as shown in the diagram (Figure 
3) and the photograph (Figure 4)* Mongrel dogs were anaesthetised 
with thiopentone soditua given intravenously, intubated and 
anaesthesia was then maintained by triohloretbylene using a îrited 
vapouriser. Respiration was maintained by means of a Starling pump 
and spontaneous respiration abolished using suooinylscoline*
Depth of respiration was usually adjusted to keep the arterial 
PCOg between 35 and 45 mm# of mercury*
ÏÏsing the left common carotid artery a Sonea type of coronary 
artery catheter was inserted under radiographic control into one 
of the coronary arteries. (ghese catheters have a tip which is 
tapered down to size 5 (French #uge) and the tip was placed juat 
inside the mouth of the artery. In this position there should be 
no obstruction to flow and this was confirmed by withdrawi% the 
; oatheter during the insoriptlon of a washout curve, and no 
interruption of the curve ensued (#ee Figure 2, page 21.)
OHOXOÜ OF BABIO-Aai^ IVl gAS
Although both ^ %rypton and ^ ^&enon had been Used in earlier 
studies with this method, it, was decided tp use ^^ X^enon. Both 
gases have short biological half lives and it was found both for 
^%iypton (Ohidsey. et.al. 1959) and for ^ ^^ Xenon (Ross, et.al. 1?64)
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figure 4t % e  experimental eet up le ahovn. The aeintillation 
oounter le In position over the sheet wall. The 
coronary artery and sinue catheters are ebovn at the 
neck. Badlo^aotlTo oountlng equipment ie In the foreground $
and upper left there le the image intenelfier.
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that only ^  of an Injèotêâ intravenous dose reached the systemic 
circulation# The longer pî^ çioal half life of Krypton (10 #27 
years) and its higher gamma energy emission (540 W )  make it a 
greater radiation hazard than Xenon which was therefore selected 
for use.
^^%onon has the following characteristics#
Atomic MumWr 54
lumber 135
half life 5.27 days
Radiation Beta and gamma
Beta O.UO W
Qamma Hoin component 81 K M  (35*S^ )
As supplied from the Radio Ohemioal Centre at Amersham Xenon 
gave normally 1 mc/ml. (dissolved in sterile isotonic saline)•
To give satisfactory counting rates it was found that 0*5 ml. 
of the solution was the dose required. Experiments initially 
performed showed that satisfactory bolus injection could he 
achieved by flushing this dose of Xenon through the coronary 
artery catheter with 2.5  ^3 mis, of saline* It was also discovered 
that using other substances to flush the Xenon into the catheter, 
e.g. 5^  dextrose, warm saline or blood had no effect on the curves 
produced and isotonic saline at room temperature was therefore used*
A detector using a 2*^ sodium iodide crystal was positioned 
over the heart at a spot which gave satisfactory ooimting rates and
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curves. The ideal position for any one animal could quickly bo 
found. The detector utilised narrow angle collimation and impulses 
fed through a pulse height analyser to a ratemeter and from there 
to a vn?iter. The equipment used was an #ko radioactive counting 
system and a Servoscrlhe. The pulse height analyser gate was set 
for the appropriate gamma energy and the ratemeter normally set at 
3 second rate constant. The type of curve produced is atiown in 
Figure Z and the flow derived as previously dosorihed.
J U  .
As most of the designed experimental work involved varying 
the amble# pressure, à pressure vessel large enough to aooommoâàte. 
all the #prepriate Equipment was neoessas^ * Bueh a vessel 1b 
incorporated in the %p©rhario Bhit at Qlaegow Western Infirmary*
As cm he men fr# the picture of the interior (figure 5) this 
preesure olmmher was designed for use as an Operating theatre (and 
it is in fact Currently being Co used). ®iere is therefore ample 
apace for working, inçtaliàtion of instrumenta, etc. and the 
experiments could be designed to include all the types of equlF^ ent 
which were used initially at normal pressure*
This pressure chamber is designed to compress the air inside 
the yesseX and it is impcrtaht to remember that in the larger type 
of pressure vesCel the compressing gas. is air not oxygen* This is 
in contrast to the situation in the smaller pressure chamWrs 
designed for clinical use **the one-man pressure chamber’* in which 
the compressing is oxygen*
The terminology used to record the variation in pressure can 
bo confusing and the various types of nomenclature m m  set out in 
tW following table (fable 1) which shows the changes in pressure 
when desoending below sea level*
In the Glasgow pressure chamber# the maximum pressure available 
is three atmospheres absolute (3 AfA)* It was' - decided t%t our 
oxporiments should W  limited to two atmospheres absolute; and the
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Figure Si This photograph ahowe the interior of the preaeure
chamber and dmonstratee the room available for both 
pereonnel and equipment.
WàUô I :
Atawaphaïas
' AWaWâ' '
: '■'m:;-:
, ^am.'^io'i^.sauxe,- Gauge
Pressure
Xb./sq.in.BR.
Sea- level
•. .■ . • 
: lé 14.7 • : 0
53 ft# depth 2 ' 152Ô . 29,4 14.7
6$ ft# depth , 'g ' ; 8280. , 44.1 ; = 29.4
> = >. . / ) ' ' ' . , ' ' '  ^ ‘ I . t ■
(a) twa afeosphàïee aïsolute (2A®4) oouM give im tWozy an
sjJis^ ial iPÔg appsoaaHing |2Q0 Bsaiiig. it 10£^  oxygen is the
. > '—* . ■ , . . ' ' ' .
Impipéâ It v m  felt that this level of o^gen tension
would be suffioient tot our Investigative purposes.
(b) in the oiinioaX praotioe of the R^perWrlo Bnlt most treatment 
was carried out at two aWsphe#s*
(o) The question of hasards to Staff # - .
Worki# at high atmosphefio pressure is known tp have 
potentially harmful effects#- fhe t%m most important are the different 
types of ©alsson disease (^ he bends'*) #d aseptlo bone necrosis. 
Ibqperienee of the hasards experiénoed by oommeroial eonoems and
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alBp, other eXiîiieal and experimental hyperbaric facilities has 
shown that the decompression eohedulea must he rigidly adhered to 
if trouble was to be avoided# However#' if the Working pressure 
does not exceed two atmospheres absolute then the decompression ' 
time réîqttirod is very short # and furthermore no ease of bone 
necrosis has yet been recorded if the working pressure was not in 
excess of two atmospheres absolute* $one surveys have been 
conduoted on the Western Infirmary hyperbaric personnel since the 
start of the programme and no cases of bone necrosis have been 
found * nor have. there been any oases of decompression sickness 
(Davidson and ledin^ bam# 1969)* personal experience of possible 
hazards has been one mild episode of otitic barotrauma* Xâiis 
oçourrod when going to pressiure with a mild head cold but settled 
with ho treatment in a-few days# .
The use of does not by it#elf present a significant
radiological haaard* This is because Xenon is quickly cleasred 
from the general cirulation by passage through the; lungs and is 
excreted to atmosphere*, |f the expired air containing Xenon can 
be vented to the atmosphere ft is quickly diluted to insignificant 
levels* When working in the pressure chamber Hho expired air 
could easily bo, led out; through the exhaust valve to, atmosphere 
and; in fact the^ was #  diffiç#ty with build up of background ; 
mdlation* fhe recording apparatus and the radioactive counting 
equipment was tested at pressure and all, were found to work
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BatiefaCtorily*.,.
She radiological saroaning equipment was only used .
odoaBionally at pressure as most of the sdraenihg Could he 
aocompllshed^ before, going to .greater than atmoepherlè pressure-' 
but on the OQoasions when it was ùséd at pressure It funotibned 
satisfaotorily*.
One last hazard was the possibility of an Inorèased fire 
risk at pressure *, / In the large pressure ohamher which was being 
used' for. -these experiments the compressing gas is air mid the 
theofêtiOal inomase of firs riSk at: two atmospheres is slight# 
|n spits of this the ohambsr is oonstahiçtsd with fire risk in mind 
and all appropriate safety switobgear eto* is incorporated* In 
praotioe there were no hasards from fire or explosion*
.  ^ .,36 . .
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preliîiîinary studies of the technique were performed on 20 
■.MOïJgrel ■ dCga weighing from 9#^  to 21 kg*
The anaesthetio aeleoted for this study was triohloretbylene* 
The reasons for this ohbioe were that moh previous work had been 
dome with triohlorethyleme anaesthesia at î^ perbario pressures and 
the behaviour of triohiorethyleme from the ànaesthetio point of 
view was well dooumemted# (daoohson et.al.* # I9631 HoBowall et.al# 
1964). It also provided am anaesthetic which would keep an 
experimental preparation Stable over à period of mmy hours with ' 
only minor changés in ôOnçèmtratiôn.
A total of 2lQ measurements of flow were made. The average 
period of experiment was three hours and Figure 6 shows a typical 
pattern of hehaviour in one dog. After an initial high peWt of 
flow after induction and intubation the flow settled within 30 
minutes to am aooeptahly Stahl© state.
Blood pressure and heart rut© were obviously Important in this 
oontoxt and the mean results are presented likewise in graphical 
fom (Figure 7). :
fhe total mduOtion in blood pressure #ver the three hours was 
less than and heart raté did not vary signifioantly when the 
stable state had been reached.
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Pigor# 6i fhls bistogm «boirB the behaviour of nyooardial flow
la one over a 5è hour period* After the initial
peak, flow quiokly settles to a stable state.
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Figuyo 71 Sîhiâ diagram pres^ nliB the changée in heart rate# mean 
blood pressure and myocardial blood flow over the 
hour period#
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ÿo assess the sreproduCibiXity of the teoïwlqiie of 
measurement paired nms were imdertaken tliroughout the series 
of 210 measurements* With the Xenon clearance technique it is 
possible to repeat runs within three to four minute#, Pairs 
were selected in which the heart rate and blood pressure were 
identioal and it was found that the variation between the pairs 
was always less than * 4^ of the mean flow, Shlo degree of 
reproducibility was considered acceptable# In these flows the 
range recorded was ?0 # 210 ml# per 100 g# per minute and the 
mean flow was 120 ml# per 100 g# per minute.
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Chapter 3
OBmCBB IE HrOCAEDIAh BI.0Q2) FLOW WB!H BXPOSmB m  
BBH Bimâli ragSBtJRES OF omBE
As the initial research interact had lain in the investigation 
of the response^  to jayoeardial blood flow to high partial pressures 
of oxygen the first set of experiments were designed to elucidate 
this point.
mpmimmAh mu ho b
me experiments were all performed in the pressure chamber at 
the Western Infimary# Clasgow# Mongrel dogs with weights vailing 
from 9*23 kgs* were used* ânaestîiesia was induced by intravenous 
sodium tMopentone# and maintained with triohlorethylene given via 
a Tritec vaporiser* Respiration was maintained by means of a 
Btarling pump and spontaneous respiration was abolished with 
suocinyloholine, Tidal volumes were controlled by means of 
repeated blood gas estimations and the arterial ÊCOg was kept 
between 55 juid 43 sam* %, Temperature was controlled by means of 
a heating cage*
Heparin 2,500 units was given every two hours* B.C.G. was 
recorded by means of needle electrodes* Cannulae were inserted 
into the femoral artery and vein. pressure at the aorta was 
measured - systolic, diastolic and mean arterial pressure being
. - ' 42,
recorded on a.Mimgcgraf B1 ■ '■
With the aid of a..Siemens # a #  intensifies the .l.eft= coronary
artery waa uaimulatèà'usualiiy klth-a'Sbnes ## eathe.ter.. .ffeo 
mmomst site vras-the ■left oircmflex corem:^ ■a#te^ ;,al though. 
left interior doecending was- qeoWbmily #ed* , The ,coronary - ; 
Sims.was oamulated, m i %  a eathoter.manufaotumd''fro# Teflom* ,
At':the. énâ.of the eX$#rimmt the esthetes was withtown. 'during a 
curve to m m m  that #  ohs^uotiom to flow had ooourred*
 ^f0 obviate ai^ ' -differonoeo'which may tev© been due to the 
effeo.t: of varyi%. amhlmt p#$#rem;#ll .the%erperi#3u# m m  - , 
oo%##téd at ..t#..: a#oepl#ze#. mhmlut#.: ' /.fariatieu .of-;i# arterial 
BOg who aohioved'%'' first # 1 %  .a 'mixte#- ■ of ; m^gen. an4';nitrogen . 
la-■proportion^ '-.Which would,,givar-an arterial Wp- of,.Wtweem.90 and 
100. m##* -9hi# miktee^ of gaeoe- was .easily controlled, by using 
a%pamm#a#tio oxygon ànablysèr (Seÿmmox)# ,. ■ 0ue/:..#tentlon mn paid 
to,'#e dàiïy\hiçoâ-*gae--differenoe‘ih;thO; oxygen electrode oyetem 
and allowàuoe made when oaloulating the ' desired .10^ * ^■ ■ fhio method ■ 
Of ; working produded what Ib- mbWqmntly referred):# m_ %is . 
equivalent^  .i#e*-, ^ a oomhihatWx of oxygen and nitrogen ie found 
which at the appropriate, ambient preooure will giTe,:,an arterial 
o^rgen temioù of between 90.and 1 0 0 %%ek-thG inspired gas 
wan changed to 100^ o%ygen the arteriél pOg obtained averaged 
1000 m#%* Mean arterial blood preesur# warn- obtained by using -
'■tka integrator in 'the rewrdimg machim and the Mart
rate ommted by the over a .30' seoond period, the
oxperimentâl prooe#ro was to, measure heart- rate# blood preeemm 
m à  'blood iim firstly m  air equivalent, mà  thon after
a rapid change to breathing 10# oxygen*
#0 overall reoulto of -thio phaeo of the experiment are Wm 
presented# ■ 34 do# were studied#
tarn# a
■ ■ ' .. . ., ■- 
m m  EAÎB» worn mmsm m  *o#A#iA& imm  f w
Am aisd 0^  at 2 m  (34 SOSS) ‘
Keart. Bate 
m  ein.
■ Mean AytaSflal' ' 
Slool PsreSBttca 
m.%, '
%oeasflial 
mood Plow 
ml/lOOg/min.
A# S
lîé.an and $Sm 161 jt 4.04
/ ’ i. t
Ii6i2»89 114 ± 4.28 
& 0,001
Og
Mean and $,B* . .W j-5.)0 114 + 4»28 85 + 3.51
fhese results & reduction in bXsod flow -of 25#* ; Heart 
rate and mean blood pressure ’remain virtually mafféoted. 
BtatlstiOal ..analysis by memo Of the unpaired % teat shows tlmt. ; 
the reduction in blood;flow la-“Mghly siguifioaut- p<0.001# ■
An intematiug fiuding was #mt examination of the- heart rata 
and blood p3^ amr# by the paired, -1 tost; gave ei#lfleant results 
(heart #ate p< 0.02g, mean hlo# preaauro p< 0.01) indicating 
tWt the direction of ohan# was .aignlfioantly that of a 
.redmOtion in'each oaae' alteugh^ohvioualy the, 'm#itude is not of 
stàtiatioâl or of pl^ aioloaioal si#ifiomoe* .SWdieo of the 
eleotroeardiographio records taken during .these. experiments showed 
m  changea in rhythm# atrio-ventrioular oondmtion or #8  ^  
configuration# - - • ■  '■ '
, As it had Wen establisWd that the ehange-.from air ^équivalent 
to .0^ # #  was: assooiâted with a % $ # # #  in,.^oaMlaX flow .it 
was decided to examine #e changes in the tévem^ direOtio.n, i.e* 
oxygen to air e#ivalen% to $ee if any slgnlfiOmt ^difforenhe. "- 
existed* ^
Sh0 hasio prooedwê was as in the first experiment..hut' two ' 
groups of dogs 'Wè# examined* - ^ fe. the first 12 doga ohangea, in - %
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blûOd flow ware./examined ùn changing, tw inspired gamu in this - 
■ordert- ^ air équivalent # 100#- oxy#n * equivalent; #■ 10%^  
oXygm.. In the geoomâ-group of.il doge the segnenoe was . 
reversed# The results are presented in- the following histogram# 
(figure'0)# -. ■ '. ■ ' ' ... ^
The pattern of reeponee ie similar in both aeries* The 
ovenmll mean redubtion of flow achieved was In thin; ease 21##
BarbitùXaté.
' In a fiml" expriment, foiir dog# were examined.% - thlE-Welo./. 
pro.c0.duro Of changing the. Inspipd oxygen content over a “'short; 
pried of time with one min diffemn## the ■ experiment was 
conducted solely under harbitmmte anaOithesia in this case 
Sodium: tMopçntone#.-. - - •■■.-.
■ ' $hM mean recuite arc presented-in the following table (Table 5.)*
' Al#ough the 'series ie reduction. #  myocardial blood
flow ie. again ei^fleant in thic cage being 33#. The peelbility 
of differing influences, of wœiùm maeethetic agenta was not 
-pursued# ,
MYOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOW 
ml / lOQg / min 
Mean +S.E.
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150-1
1 0 0 - I
5 0 -
SERIES 1 
12 Dogs
I I I
SERIES 2 
11 Dogs
III
OVERALL 
RESULT 
23 Dogs
I
Airs Og AirE Og Air= O2 Airs Air= O'
figure Ô; 5?his hlBiogrm shows the results on chafing from a ir  
e^îilvalent to o a ^ n  and then when the segueuoe is  
reversed. %he fin a l eolumne show the overall results 
in  25 dogs. ■ ' '
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It has hssÀ icaown loæ sews tias that hypossaaia is a petent, 
stiàiîi«8 to an iijisàeasè in t^ ooaædial mooa flow and it has long 
hses assuwsà that' ,eh iaerfase in'awtèhial oxygen tsneloh weald 
possimy #snlt in a rsdaetion of %ooa#iai meèâ flow. Eanly 
woTkojrs in this field Mposted a Ôeoïssaae in wyooa#ial blood flow 
wi# iaorsaeing ooneenttatlons of oxygon at normal mvlnomental 
prssen#.; ' SObol> et.al. (igdâ) 1» the open ohost dog InoreasQd 
the anteniai biood oxygen ooatent ffow an atenage of 18.1 to 20.9 
volimes pen osnt by Ventilating with lOC^  oxygen and foimd a ' ' 
deoneaos of 22^  in cononasy sinnB ontflow.
Sofeeahoff. et.al. (1947) reported slwilas findings with lOOfa
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at normal ambient pressures while more recently Daniell and 
Bagwell (1968) again with open Ohest dog preparations found that 
abrupt ohanges in inspired qaygen oonoentrations (from 
were associated with consistent reductions in flow.
As far as increases in arterial oxygen tension with l^ perbario 
pressures are concerned * the first report on this was by Meijne and 
Straub (1966) . fhey used the technique Of measuring coronary sinus
outflow to estimate K^ ocardial blood flow and on ventilating with 
oxygen at one atmosphere absolute and three atmospheres absolute a 
progressive reduction in flow was observed. Weglichi* et.al* (1966) 
used a direct injection of Xenon into the myocardium m  their 
technique of measuring myocardial flow# "ïîhis was performed in the 
open chest dog at three atmospheres absolute and reductions of flow 
varying from 25 to §0^  were recorded#
Who results presented here» the first in a closed chest 
préparation# are in agreement with the t%^ nd observed by other 
investigktore and it can bC regarded as established that the 
myocardium responds to abrupt increases in oxygen tension to a level 
of 1ÛOO sflffi#]^* with a decrease |n myocardial blood flow. As there 
is no significant change in blood pressure or heart rate this 
implies a marked increase in myocardial vascular resistance* fhis 
is Goiisisiont with the t:^ nd found in many other areas of the body*
m w m S j  i,t,, m a  , igaa. «ffcotg of wgb- ox^mn on
ooiinagy flo# aa& heart foroe, iaer» f. 214;
145& ■' " -. . . .
sÈspiîîaoEf,. mmmoaiBi,, a.a., m t o é s s »,;. ma m « . ,  h .,
IMT» Ca*âia«# o:^goà mo'kWlim eontïol of tho 
. cofonaïÿ, eimilaifott.'■ ‘ Moe* J. physiol., 149; 6g4*
HBIIilB, S.0, ead «Î.?., 1?§6« OoEoaaay iiBUs blood flow
during Oagrgea véntilatîon at 1 Afd and j AfA. Bieeasea 
G&Sat, §&$ 161,
#301* 34.» %Wm#»::8'.A., igs3PH>, g.»., and Agâasaafîsr» 1962. 
Altosatlàn of eoioaary blood flow in tho doe by inhalation 
of 100 pof oont oxygon. , girotiiat. Sob, , lit "(97•
m m m t  W.S,, t.l.. ssims, #,&, ana ##ÜBpR%3& I.D.,
I9S6. Bffeots of oxygen at high pressure (08?) on 
my@om#al. metaholiem» aayoeardlal hlood flow add oardiao 
outi^ t. ■' Circulation (ATbstr.)'!!!; 2)5,..."
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' ' ' ,o® omi»-
^fhm it Weame clear that the-respomae tc high partial 
p3%aamzeB of oxygeu warn a ccneistcht m^mtion in floW:$# 
Iwestigatlou intc the mechaulms of this change was ■ planned. 
ftou the point of view of modifying tMo response by the use of 
.drugs■■“It seemed important to nervous ■ro.flex as the
mechanism although it was considered that this was.unlikely to he 
the Case* ^
fhe widespread sympathetic inhervatlon of the heart, was known 
although the extent, of Vagal imcrvation remained in,doubt.
Jose (1966) had investigated cardiovascular responses in what wac 
called 'Hhe pharmacologically' dçnervatëd heart^ . By tliie was 
meant total hlock#e of the heart by using atropine, and 
propranolol» i.#* à' comhiaatioE of ■ Vagal and beta ' eympathetic.
. hlookade. , Accordingly the first experiment mm concerned with 
.ohservations of the.. s^ OQUrdial flow response to Osi^ gon before and 
,after injection of these dmaga.- later it. hecm# clear- tWt the . 
veffoct of alpha blockade should pe examined and thi$,_was . 
■performed using phenoxybensasdne# ,®he final experiment ■ . ., 
investigated total Mmuerglc neurone blockade by the use • of. 
;hret;fiium tosylatO*
Iffâot Of anâ'..%omaàolol' '■
fliD'basic-èXifeimentaX.eetwp was m  previoiieXy desoribed* 
#0 pammetem studied''were mem arterial blood pressure#, heart', 
rate md myocardial blood flow*., Ghmge# in the, i#plrod gases 
ware arranged in the- following ordor*,.,.
Atfopina % Sropranolol
iirt. A;i»riW!ui>!ij>i^ >i«,.f!*Wii-, . I I: <ii III,w
0„ f. Ai»' «: Of, AW:' , 'Ai^ ',% 0^  I
AtzopW 0.04 fflg./ke, AKd p3K>ïî»®oiol Q.Ê ag./kg, were given 
iniraveiiousiy #  the Indieated points, ïh© aîesults are presented
in the îbïiowing table, @ 4)*
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{gable 4
mgm» moQD AHD #00A#m& BhOOS mow
Am W m A w o m ,
Heea and S,S,
# # t  »àt© 
, ,  per Bin»
feon Blood 
Pressure. 
mm ,  %*
Myoeardial Blood 
flow
ml./lOOg,/min*
i W  0 g . ,  W 5 -î"ï.5 ■ ■
111, . ] ^t n. 1 , . , .If,,,-IT,1 in
, 125 i. 3 104 t  14
Aireq.'aivalsnt 180 Î 3.2 . .  ' 122 s 5 , 118 Ï 12
Og i,8§ Î 10 ' -, - 126 - 5 ' 96-11
Air equivalent ; m  $41. lis t  5 113 - 8
^  Atropine -4^ propranoidi —
Air equivalent 150 i 5 : 118^ 5 : - tS - 2
100^  0^ -155:- 11 ''-4i5-î.3 6 1  Î  - ; , 6
M r  equivalent
1 : .-
-.'159-$".0 
....................
;  ■ .
75 $ 9
, a # m
%W.$ table Bh^m the changea pretiouely recorded in blood flow 
on ohanglng from qxygem .to and .from;alr--.to oxygen* After the 
injection of atropine and propranolol» heart rate falls by 15^'L 
■fhere’ la a alight overwall fall In blood pressure and myooardial ' 
flow falls significantly fhe,feature of interest is tlmt ^
the pattern of change between air equivalent and 101%^  oxygea/is . 
preserved,, the reduotioE in blood #ow on ohang#g to oxygen 
after, atropine and propranolol is, 20}i compared to a mean reduction 
of Ijfî before ..injection of the drugs # '
Bffeat of Alpha ^ AWnemio Blookade.
Ph@noxyW#émim» an alpha adrenergic l^ooking agent mB 
investigated. #e #xpe##ont was repeated and the change from 
air equivalent to 10<Ç5 oxy#h studied after injection of 
phenoxyhen^min# ,(I #o doge were studied and the
relevant figures from the pmtoool of qhe dog mm ahatraoted in 
the following table (Wahle §)•
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Jtospissâ
0aa
3000 02628 îiam 21 %.
w®of 08 p # m m È ; m à # 8
|>1| >ài*Jipi'i lfWi*J8^ l>’i
I ni >,| fj j I • H
- BXaod -Flow
Air
Air
%
Oo
172
2l2
W
119
phenoxy'beazasulAe 1 iag./kg.
176
172
176
110 ■
;■• ' 96 -
■' 95
Ohàsuge to 10(^ Oxygén
97
Çhaïige to Air s 
97
114
110
'  -  85 
loé
OOHM»
PWmc:;qrWns#im induces à fall.in %ccâ préssmm» but there 
la an'lnorease in heart rate, %eoardiaI bleed flow 'falls by 
Xû3q?ite 0$ the ^ alpha blockade oxygen omoe again producês-a 
reduction in 'soyoeardial blood flow which is -rwersed" on changing 
Wok to air equivalent.. ^
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BffeCt" .df-'Atoenèrgio Blockade ■ ' < ■ '
tqsylatey/ a# adrenérgio blocking age#» % m s  ■ 
investigated*' Wtp basic'■experiment was 'repeated and the change 
from air equivaXeht to 10%b oxygen;-repeated ■■after intravenous 
injection of hretyllum (10 mg*/kg*)* , fwQ dogs were, studied .
and gave .similm? results* \ % e  results from thé protocol .-of-oné'
' ; '  ^ ' ' ' . ' \ ' .. ' ' 
dog are presented in detail, (fable 6 J .
fable 6
' W e  22268 m #  20 , ■
, If»® OF ®OSfMfS 
2 Af A
Inspired ®tme ■ Heart Rate'
.. -......
Me# A»te»ial : , ;;;%pôard'iat
Gas Heata/fflin, Eeeàsiœé ^ BlOOH Flow
' .
aaa. Hg. al,/100g./jain.
1405 m 105 114
Air ^ 1415 Be*!%ltam foaylate 10 sagé/kg»
Air a 1417 128 :. 3.45, '' . '.92 '
Air m 1426 156 152 89
Air ^ 1455 -■148 154 104
Air # 1500 142 110 89
1505 Ohsijge to iOO^ OkFfrea
% 1515 124 110 77
Og 1525 124 108 75
1530 Oknsge to Air â
At», s 1540 130 110 92
QommT
After injection of bretylfum there is a rise in mean arterial 
pressure although a fall in heart rate was noted* %  the time 
adrenergio neurone Mookade had been eetahllehèd myooardial blood
flow at 'a level bel# that èf.the control flgum* On 
dhanging to 100jC\ oxygen in this situation» a further-fall in 
myooardiàl blood flow of 14^ ooourrèâ and; on changing to ..air 
equivalent this fall in flow was reversed.
. %e meohanim-'Of the àonsiEtënt redttotion- in flow encountered 
on oxposdro to high partial pressufOa of oxygen remains .uncertain. 
%e investigation reported in this section was designed to explore 
one possibility» i.e. reflex nervous vasboonstrlction*
Until recently the mode of influence of the nervous system 
on the myodardial vasculature has remained far from'Clear.. From 
anatpmioal. work thé extensive distribution of sympathetic nerve 
fibres to the heart is known (fcheng, Iggl), but doubts exist 
about the ëxteîit of vagal innervation. Berne (1964) reviewed 
the Oonflicting data and came to thé conclusion that the vagi 
probably have little effect on the coronary vessels*
At tW beginning of the study the first experiment was 
•designed to use pharmacological denervation of the heart m 
Suggested by dose (1966)* following Aîûquist^ s work (1948) 
on tile concept--of .specific adreno tropic receptors it had-been 
thoi%ght that the; beta receptors predominated in-the coronary 
vasouH,ature. -'".If^ blockade could be established using both vagal
58».
and beta adrenoigic .blocking agents,» ie, .atropine and propsUolol 
than the heart, could W  isolated from reflex effects* . fhe. 
results presented Clearly deaohstrate that the effect' of high 
partial praBsnxes of oxygen on myooardial'blood flow='perai$ted 
after this manoeuvre had been effected# : -
'.■■ïïhe question of adrenergic receptors-in. the coronary ôirèiflation 
was reviewed.by Farratt (196? A oonsidorahle amount of 
evidence had aocnmulated to suggest that Mth types .of' adrenergic , 
receptors, i.o* alpha and beta existed in the coronary vascular
bed* I r  ^
Parratt (1965)-Measuring myocardial blood flow by a thermo­
electric method, found that intravenous InHisions of adrenaline in 
doses which had no effect on hlocd pressure or heart rate usually 
lowered JiyOoardial Vasciilar resistance* this Was reversed after 
hèta receptor blockade* Woradronaline was slightly constrictor 
before beta blockade and subsequently markedly constrictor, fhese 
results Suggested the presence of both alpha and beta receptors 
in the m^ rocardlal vascular bed* guberbuhler and goh^ (1965) 
using isolated smooth muscle strips from: coronary arteries of 
va%ring sises concluded thut both types of receptor a# present 
"in-.the .larger arteries.*- but that..#ta receptors predominate' in the-,, 
smooth musçle of the vessels, of smaller diameter. .
In view of this .the experiment, was- repeated-after alpha blockade
/  ,  ^ ;  ^ ^ '59, '
had been established with phemo^ybemmlm # Mt the change produoéd 
high arterial tensions of, oxygen was etill\ present, . ' ’ .
fo take the investigation, further» the effect of hretylium 
tosyiat© was.studied. . h^l's is an adrenergio neurone bloo^ng 
' drug whlôh abolishes the-re^ ponsee to ettolation of poetrganglionia 
.adrenergic nêrvee without aMlishing reeponeee to injected- .* 
horadrenaline*'. :
Far#àtt (19,67 h) had found that bre^ yllum initially ^'raised. 
arterial blood pressure and increased heart rate and myooardial 
hloed flow. When adrenergio neurone hlookade was ootiplete 
, ■ arterial pressure» heart rate and ^ ïÿooardial flow were ail reduced.
- In the experiment hère reported the effect on hloOd pressure- was_^  ^
similar' to that "'reported hy Parratt* hut in foot a-reduction in 
■•-■•■heart rate was achieved# %ooardial blood flow fell in a 
.- aimiiar mann# .although Contrary ■ to farratts findings there was 
no -initial'-rise in flow, " |t moy he.that dlfforenoes-in type or 
dex)th of #aestheOiâ could account for so^ e of these discrepancies.
: Howeveri it is clear that adrenergic neurone blockade did not 
abolish thé Change chseryed when the inspired gas was varied from 
air equivalent to lOP^ oxygen. It. is concluded that the mechanism 
of reduction in flow fs not mediated through nervous raflexea,
fhe possibility Cf. hoamional effects from oardiaC. muscle - 
metabolites exists, Jf some Concept of autoregUlation ie tenable
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tn the question of oontrol of blood flow then local rofXexea 
or the oxygen eonsmption of the myooardium muet be ooneidered* 
Oxygen censimption in this situation is obviously of great 
importauGe as it has been thought to be a major determinant of 
ooronarv blood flow (heme# 1964)* Xliiis has been studied and 
is discussed in a later chapter*
Heview of the published work on the effeots of oxygen on 
blood vessels makes it unlikely that the response is mediated 
tteough nervous reflexes * Many e:#erimental observations indicate 
that vaSooohstriotion is the ehoraçteriatie response to an inorease 
in. blood oxygen tension {Gusiok, et*al* » 1940# Pollery# et.al*» 
I964» Saltaman# et*M*| 1965)* Although the mechanism remains 
unclear it is felt that the suggestion of Giyton (igé?) is most 
probable* i.e* that, there is an intrinsic component in the 
ooronary vessels which is directly responsive to arterial oxygen 
tension*
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19## à study of adronotropio mceptors*
M p iï Physiol;» 153$ 586*
' 19.64; ’lègalàtion of coronary blood flow»,
3%#oi; Eev; , #  1#
miQKf 0*0. BnàmmmXf wm*# 19#* mfeot
of , anoxia mid of high oancontratiouB of oxygon on the 
retinal vessels. Proo. Mayo Qlln*# 15# 500#
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# #  Oxy^n pressure and the retinal blood vessels* 
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PABBàSf# J*E*» 1967 a* Adrehergio reoeptore in the coronary 
OirouXation* Am* ieart J*# 7?®
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It was decided to increase,the scope of the investigation 
by estimating the oxygen oonausiption of the myoeardium# To 
explore met#ollo olmnges further simple parameters of 
oarhôîydrate metabolism» l*e, blood glucose, laetate and pyruvate ~ 
all techniques available in the laboratory-* were observed#
%ooardialj blood flow was estimated as previouBly described 
and the oxygen content of arterial blood was calculated* As 
catheters were also placed in the ooronasy.sinus, it Was possible 
to estimate Coronary venous blood oxygen content* from these 
two values the arterio»*venous oxygen content difference was 
calculated’and when this (iii ml* 0^ /ml* blood) was muitiplied 
by the myocardial blood flow in ml*/100g*/mln* then the oxygen 
consiamption was found*
feohnicme of ; Measuring Oxygen Oontent
Oxygen dontahi was calculated from oxygen tensions and the 
haemoglobin level (details are found in the appendix)* 
preliminary experiments which hud been carried out in the laboratory 
had Men concerned with the reliability of the calculation type 
of method as compared with the Van Blyke oxygen content type of
analysis* teny readings were taken both at normal pressure 
and also at two atmospheres absolute and the correlation between 
the duplicated readings was ©xoellent (ledlngham, X968) . Blood 
glucose levels were measured by the standard technique* lactate 
and pyruvate levels were also estimated (see appendix) in both 
arterial and coronary sinus blood* FTom this idle consumption 
Of lactate# pyruVdte and gXùcose was aalouXaied as follows - 
consumption (mg./lOOg./min, ) • Â-Y difference (mg*/ml*) x blood 
flow in ml,/lOOg*/min.
11 dogs were studied in the first experiment* Sable 7 
gives the haemodyn^o results in this series*
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, ' i m w  m % ,  moom psessbse ahd îiyooâEDiâï. rnoos fiow 
: m  mà ^Q at 2 A #  ill ms)
Heart Rate 
Beats/min#
Mean Arterial 
Blood Fressure 
m* %#
Kyoeardlal 
, Blood Flow 
ml*/i00g,/min.
Mr»:-;
.#ean' md 0.:W.
 ^ ' ■ : :■'
5. ' '- - 115 & 5- 106 t 5
p <0,001
lÉan and
- ISS/î-é jio i 7 7? i 4.74
pattern tù Ï0(^ îe noteâ# 1% èase
a §5?^  ireduetioîi ia f ^ a Wgbly sigaifloant reeulte (p<0»pOl 
%" Studente impaired
Qacr^ en Ooneimi^ tlq#
fable 0 gives the iesWLtè of aiç^ aeardial blood flow# A*V 
OKF#b ooïiteàt differenoe and the derived oagygen ooneumption^
fable 0
i, 510QB paBssTOB a m  mogahdïal blood mow
ADR ana Og at 2 ÀîÉà (n DOOB)
%oqardiàl 
Blood Flow 
ml#/lO0g»/mlné
A**? Og Ooutent 
Biflorenqe . 
ml./lOO ml.
Om Qonsumption 
: ml\/lOOg./min.
Air «
Mean and 0.E*
1061 3,54. ' 
p <0*001
8.8 # 0,4 9,18 Î 0.48
p <0,001
Og 19 - 4.74 8.17 Î 0.62 6.47 - 0.55
Mean and 03* . ■
..
oomme
Although is a substantial fall in mÿoca#ial blood 
flow the A#V 03QTgèU oomtént differeM# remains virtually unaltered, 
fhe osjygeu oonsmptiott is siguificautXy reduoèd - the réâuotion 
being
. She Insults regarding gluooee oonsumpion in $ dogs are as 
follows
6 6 .
mrn^ m m ;, BLOOD ÎSBSSOBB AND MÎOCAaDîàl, ILOOB FLOW 
AIE AND Or, àt g A# (9 DOOs)
/  ^ , I- . .
Arterial 
aiuQoee 
mg./iOO ml#
A»? BiffereuoS; 
- d*lueose 
mg./lOO ml.
glueoee 
, doneumptioÉ : 
mg./lOOj
' ,iir » '
Meam aud 8#B. ■
113-8 - •M.9.- 1.3 4.17 - 1.82
%  ■
man ana S.B.,-
111 — 6 3.3 S 1.1 3.11 î 6.77
ihe j^mû an4 impaired StiidentB 
rêŸeàliâ that theee ohangee are npt âlgnïficsmt*
Bloûd B a o t a t Q ' ^
0 âoge were 
#e résulté' are preâèuted iu %hl# 10
éable 10
SBâlï RAÎE, Blidoi} PHBSSmŒ A # . OTOOAEDIAIi BLOOD FLOW
' ' m m o g  # , 2 À % . ( d m 8 ) \
;Mean; ^Arterial;. 
■ V- hactate ,
: ffig*/ioo ml#
A^V BÏOTMÜB 
' lactate 
mg./100 ml#
Lactate
qonsumptipn
Air 5
'Ifean and ;0*B*,
■ V  • ‘ ‘ '
■ ' Î8.3 -  Ê.11 ■ 3.6 $ 0.97 5.3 - 0.75
Og 18.8 t 2,28 4.9 Ï 1,88 3*6 Ï  1.09
- Mean and,.
figures shôw a reduotiou ±n lactate ccusumption oî
4 #  . ^  0tudente unpaired t^ test p # 0.01^  Wt 'bj the paired
t-to0t p< O.OOi - highlj significant*
Tablé il presents the %êBÙlts im 8 dogs,
m.
n
aasAHÏ RA®S*. blood PHBBSÜiffi ÀKD œOCABDIAL àiOOD FLOW
A m  AIÎD 0^  at a AfA <8 DOGS)
Mean Arterial, 
-pyruvate,^ . 
mfe./lOô/mlé
A-y Siiferéïioe 
‘ ïÿrnivate 
%g . /lOO ml .
Pyruvate
Çônemptlon
Ai» S
liea^  and
2^
and O.B.,
1.0$ i 0.1$
’1.02 î 0.14
0,28 î 0.11 
'0.1$ * 0.16
0.34 î 0,15 
0.15 - 0.04
Qomm^  ^ -4
#10 in pfm^ n'^ é omsnmptioa was 5^ 8%nifloanqe
Xowl gtu^ eïite ianpai3îed p » 0*05*
DXaüiygSÏOH .
Jn the tahlee pWeemted Xn thle ohapt# #  le te h# aoted 
that al^ etulvalent ^presents a mem aa?torlal o^gen tensloh 
0Î approximately 100 mm# %# while -10# o#gen glvea m  average 
paOg ôf lOOO mm. %#
Sfho iresulte in ammiary ehow a reduction in oxygen oonsuiapiion 
of the myooardiim of 2^, no significant change in glucoee 
utiXieationt 45;5 reduction in lactate oon3umptipn> and a 56^ 
reduction in pyruvate oonstmption*
Sobol, et*8l. (1962) as part of an inveetigatioh into the 
alteraticno of coronary blood flow produced by inhalation of lOO;? 
ory#n inteetigated changea in oxygen conauaption aoroes the 
myocardium in four animale and a email reduction of oxygen 
coneumptiott was found* prom examination of their data the 
percentage reduction ranged from #3 to «-10* Ho data is available 
about arterial o^gen teneions in this study# but as it Was 
performed at normal atmospheric pressure and the oxygen content 
reached 22,9 volumes per cent, it would presumably equate to 
approximately 450 500 mm.%. while the inspired gas was 100^
oxygen* Another feature was that determinations of consumption 
were made after ten minutes exposure to oxygen* It may be that 
longer e#osure is necessary to produoe changes in consumption* 
fhis factor is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 0*
Eokehhoff* e,t*al* (1947) had found no change in oxygen consumption 
with varying the insplmte from 100^ to oxygen, ü?his study 
was at horïaal atmospheric pressure as was that reported by 
Paniell and Bagwell (i960)* ÿhey reported their results regarding 
oxygen oonsUmptiott on changing from 25^  to lOOjSçoxygen*
Reductions varying from 1^ to l6^ were found*
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In the iiyperbario field Meljne and Stxaub (1966) reported 
no change in oxygen oonstaaption with . 100^ oxygen àt three 
atmospheres absolute* furthermore they found that glucose 
extraction diminished at three atmospheres absolute although 
lactic acid extraction remained constant*
Weglidki et,^* (I966) on the contrary found that lOC^ 
oxygen at three atmospheres absolute decreased oxygen consumption 
by 40 to and also reported at this pressure a marked decrease 
in lactate and pyruvate consumption (50 to 75/0 » Glucose uptake 
was unchanged* fhese results are in close agreement with those 
presented in this chapter*
As the arterio^ venous difference of oxygen content remained 
unchanged it may be thought that the reduction in flow is the 
sole determinant of the reduction in consumption* However, the 
mechanism of the change in consumption may be much more complex 
and the relationship with flow less than direct*
When taken in conjunction with the effect on lactate and 
pyruvate metabolism it is obvious that a direct effect on all 
metabolic processes may have occuired* Weglicki et.al* (1966) 
suggested that oxygen at high tensions presumably lowers energy 
requirements and possibly also lowers oxygen consumption by 
inhibiting lactate and pyruvate oxidation. They take tMs 
argument a step further by suggesting that hyperbaric oxygen
n.
may Inhibit pymïyàte co«^ oarboxÿlaB6. èr in some manner'direotly 
interfera with mitochondrial function*
The link between blood flow and oxygen consumption became 
more diffioiuLt to unravel when the effects of barbon dioxide 
were studied, This subject is introduced in the next oîmpteri
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mm of mo^ mnikh bloob.fiiOw Am? otobt GOimmmiOM
m  m m  fimuh fimB'umiB M  qarbqh bxoxidb
J)aripg tW eæpezimeat# oîî the meohaplsm of the y^duotion 
of blood flow to thé mgrooazdiim with high partial preasuree of 
oxygen, it was thought that varlationa in the partial preaam^ 
of oarbon dioxide might influenoe this changé#
It has long been thought that the pE and pCOg of hlood 
flowing through a tiaauo are major faotoro in the local control 
of regional blood flow (Ôoodman and Oilman# 1955) • However, 
scrutiny of the literature for information about the circulatory 
and haemodynamic effects of this ga.s produces conflicting 
evidence# With regard to. the specific problem of the effect 
on myocardial blood flow Crreen and Wegria (1941) and Bohenhoff 
et.al. (1947) demonstrated no change in flow with elevated tensions 
of carbon dioxide (hype^apnia) while Foinberg et#^. (I96O) 
showed an increase in flow#
Because of the lack of unanimity of these results ^ it was 
decided to study this problem again. =
imm m
î’ÿooardial blCOd flow was measured as previously described
74.'
as was also the oxÿ'gen consumption of the myooardlum, For 
baseline measurements*- the inspired gas was a mixture of oxygen 
and nitrogen which was adjusted to maintain a PaO^ of between 
85 and 1Ô5 mm# Bg# Ventilation was controlled so that arterial 
oarbon dioxide tension was kept within the range 55 to 45 mm# Bg* 
V/hen it was desired to raise oarbon dioxide tension, carbon 
dioxide gas was added to the inspired gas mixture# As a guide 
to the amount of carbon dioxide to be added, the ihspired carbon 
dioxide percentage was monitored using an infra red carbon 
dioxide analyser (see appendix)# $he final tension reached 
was monitored by repeated measurements of arterial carbon 
dioxide tension# 9?his work was performed at normal atmospheric 
pressure#
Bxoeriment 1
fhe changes In myocardial blood flow and oxygen consumption 
were measured in ten dogs when arterial oarbon dioxide tension 
was rapidly elevated from à baseline level of 55 45 cm. Hg. to
an elevated level of 80 - 100 mm# Bg* for a short period of time.
Î ■ ■
Figure 9 demonstrates the changes in myocardial flow in 10 
individual dogs when the PaOO^  is rapidly elevated# In each 
dog there is a substantial rise in flow# The haemodynamlc 
data from these dogs is presented in Table 12#
Change in Myocardial Blood Flow 
with Rapid Elevation of Pa C O 2  
(10 Dogs)
M.B.FLOW  
ml/lOOg /  mil
220-1
180 —
14 0  —
6 0
20 4 0
TIME (mins)
Figure 9% M  eaoh indiriduaX dog there Is a suhetantlal 
riêe in flow*
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mmmmmiiG ahJ) gm m m  wma ïçapid bitosioh of moo. • 
I«I AI® SiEé , (lO Foos)
FaCOg
nan. Be«
îÿooardial 
Blood flow 
ral./lOOg'./mln.
?. . . n „ r , i r l ' . . . i r ' i r m - ' n  i  ■ - ■ "  ,
Mean BXoçd 
Pressure 
mm, %* •
Heart Hâte 
Beats/min#
.. ' ' '
pH
35 - 45 
60 ? 100
115 - 5.9
p < 0.001
161 Î 8,5
119 $ 5.4 
118 i 6.54
165 Î 6.51 
157 * 6.12
7.357 - 0.011
p <0*001
7.058 i 0.029
m m B M
fhls table ëhowe the haemoci^a^o and the pH changée In ten 
doge, ïhere iè no significant change In mean blood pressure or 
heart mte although there is & 40^ increase in the flow '• a 
highl$r significant change* pH chsmged as expected with the. 
elevation of oarbon dioxide tension* fhese figures are presented 
in histogram form in figure iO*
Oaygen consumption was measured in the ten dogs and the 
resiHts are presented in toblo Ij#
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HAEMODYNAMIC and pH CHANGES 
with RAPID RISE in Pa C O 2
(10 DOGS)
180
140 —
100 -
6 0 -
20
*
P<-001
N O R M A L  
[ % ]  H IG H  P a C 0 2
V?
M . B . F L O W  M.B.P. H.R.
m l / l O O g / m i n  mm. Hg Beats/min
*
P<
0001
pH UNITS 
I- 7*500
7*300
-  7*100
-  6*900
pH
.rotJRB XOi Hiôtogïw showing blood flow, blood pressure
heart rate and pH ohanges with rapid rise in FaHpg
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MyOOARDïAli mOOD PLOW AÎ® OXKOEH GONSt3MP5;ïOIÎ 
; • WITS RAPID BÏ.WATIOÎÎ OP EaGOg
MEAÎÎ AMD S.B. (10 DOqs)
PacOg 
wi t %*
îÿooaïàial 
Bipod Plow 
mlt/lOOgt/min,
 ^•' V  ■ . .... . .. ."
Og OonBumption 
ml./100g*/min*
35 - 45 
80 ,100
115 i 5.9
p <0,001
161 * 8,5
12,91 i 0,81
p <0.001
8.79 Ï 1.00
ÊEElSà-
fht aeiâe in gQrqqa^ zdiàl biood flow is 4(^ while o#gen 
oonshaption fell hy a mean faetor of 32^ * %ese ohanges âïze 
highly slgnlfidant (Students t)# The résulté from a typioal 
animal in this group is shown In Figure 11*
Iî3£periment è
In a different series of dogs, the changes occurring in 
myocardial hlood flow and oxygen consumption were studied when 
arterial carhon dioxide tension was rapidly elevated from 35 * 45
79.
Haemodynamics and O 2 Consumption  
Rapid Rise in P a C O ]
(1 D O G )
HIG H  COg
\ 1
O 2 C O N S  
m l/lO O g  /min
r
-10 
- 5
160-1
1 2 0 -
8 0 -
5010 30
H.R.
Beats/min
M.B.P.
mm.Hg
M.B. FLOW  
ml /lOOg /  min
PaC02
mm. Hg
TIME (mins)
1X1 iMBodjmBsloe aad o%y#en owmptlott
Msvlts Aram 1 dog.
' , 80.
- to 80 m 100 TO* and then laathtnined at thle level 
for 60 iiiiiiutee^ $he réaulta are praaented. in Figure 12,. 
fhe initial oolTOh shows haselim values and suoaeeding ooluros 
show the means of all measurements made over oonseoutive ten 
minute periods. Mean and standard errors are shown from nine 
dogs for mean hlood p^ssure and myooardial flow# fhe oxygen 
Oonsuaption data shown is from two dogs only of this series#
Hean hlood pressure remained stahlo throughout. Jferooardial 
flow rose initialiy with hyper^ oapnia# hut after 15 « 20 minutes 
hegàn to fall again and tended to settle at a level higher than 
hàseljne* ôa^ rgen aonsumption foil with hyperoapnia and remained 
at a reduoed level throughout the hypereapnio plmse.
In these s#eriments $ oxygen consumption always returned to 
normal after hyporcapnia was corrected hut myocardial flow fell 
heloif hormal. After this fall helow haseline level » the flow 
gradually rose hack to hasellne level over the next few minutes* 
Some of thSse points are exemplified in Figure 13# fhis shows 
the results from a single dog in the series, fhe overshoot 
of the blood flow on cessation of hypereapnia can clearly he 
seen. Oxygen consumptio#, although not shown on this diagram, 
quickly returned to normal.
eïi
M yo c ard ia l  Blood Flow and O 2 Consumption 
w ith  Sustained Hypereapnia  
(9  Dogs)
O 2 C O N S  
m l/ lO O g  /min
160 -
140 -
120 -
100
Normal/
^  H IG H  Pa CO 2
M.B. F L O W
# — #  M .B .P .
T IME (mins)
Figure i2t #0 oxygen consumption data in this diagram is 
derived from 2 dogs.
8 2 .
EFFECT of PROLONGED HYPERCAPNIA on M yocardial Blood Flow. 
Coronary Arterio -  Venous Og Content Difference. Heart Rate S BP.
Normal
PaCOg ELEVATED PaCOg NORMAL PaCOg
40 —
Myocardial blood flow
30 -
Coronary arterio venous 
O2 content difference
X X Heart rate
f ——•  Arterial mean pres ne
20 -
Increase
10 -
10 -
20 -
Decrease
30 -
50 -
800 40 6020
Time (Mins)
Ig:. Bffeote ©I* prolonged iQrperoapttia in 1 dpg#
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Eacneriment 5 '
0^ iOTeatigate the part played ty changes in pH in these 
resnita, à farther series of dogs was investigated in whioh 
FaOOg was held constant while a metaholic acidosis was induced 
ty infusions of lactic or hydrocliloric acid# The results 
obtained have been similar to those presented in Figure 14# 
fMs is from a single dog in the series# %ocardial hlood flow# 
ç]cygën consumption; heart rate, mean hlood pressure, arterial 
and pH are shown during and after a lactic acid infusion#
lactic acidosis, is associated with a rise in hlood flow 
and a fall in oxygen consumption#
The results here presented show that raised arterial carbon 
dioxide tension is associated with a rise in nyocardial hlood 
flow and a fall in osygen consumption. When hypereapnia is 
sustained, hlood flow after the. initial rise tends to fall towards 
baseline values whereas oxygen consumption falh and remains 
at its reduced level throughout hypereapnia#
These results diffçrf.^  from those presented by dreen and
84,
E ffe c t  o f Lactic Acid Infusion 
of M.B. Flow and O 2 Consumption
(1 DOG)
O 2 CONS 
ml/lOOg /min 
15n
LACTIC
ACID
INF.
" \
160-1
80-
40-
!
pH UNITS 
r 7-500
- 7-300 
-7-100
l A  H.R.
A  Beols/min
—X
M.B.P. 
mm. Hg
\ M.B. FLOW 
ml/lOOg/min
Pa CO  2 
mm. Hg
r~
4020 
TIME ( min)
1
60
14% «ffeet of laotlo aoid inftaaioa in 1 dOg*
Wegria (1942) and Kokénhoff et.al, (1947)# In thé intact animal 
they reported absence of si^ifiOant changes in meah or phasic 
coronary inflow after hypereapnia despite slowing of the heart 
and lowering of the blood pressure, feihherg et#al# (i960) 
p#sénted results which showed that coronary blood flow inoreasod 
with hyperoapnia and our studies are in agreement with this# 
However», they reported an Increase in oxygen consumption with 
hypereapnia which is contrary to our results#
From the sustained %peroaphia results it may be inferred 
that hypereapnia has two different actions on the heart » one 
producing a transient vàsodilatation in the coronary vascular 
bed the other causing mi alteration in myocardial metabolism.
|t may be that changes in pS are the important factor and some 
support for this is provided by the evidence from infusions of 
acid# This in spite of the fact that previous investigators 
have found acidosiC to be associated with a reduction in coronary 
Wood llriw (Mhg, 1^ 65) *
Whatever the mechanism underlying these effects the results 
presented i&mùà a baseline for the next series of experiments 
with hyperbaric oxygen which are reported in the next chapter.
86#
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Tm mspoRSE OF BiM 'n wuM m ) m sm ohxm  m  the wooAimim
WHËR OAHBOR BIOXIM 18 ADDED TO EIPmmRlO ÔXYGm
Because of the interest aroused the cardiovascular 
effeets of oarbon dioxide described in Chapter 6» it was 
decided to examine the effect of adding oarbon dioxide to 
hyperbario oxy^n, . , ^
mrmp
The basic experimental set up was as previously desoribed. 
Coronary sinus oatheterisation allowed samples of coronary 
sinus blood to be taken for analysis of blood gases, lactate 
and pyruvate# Measurements of flow were recorded by the 
Xenon olem^nce technique# Heart rate, mem blood pressure 
were monitored as before# Headings were taken when the 
inspired gas mixtures were adjusted afc 2 atmospheres absolute 
to give air equivalent, i#e. an arterial oaygen tension of 
between gO and 100 mm# %, The inspired gas was then changed 
to lOC^ oxygen# ÿhis gave m  average PaG^  of 1000 mm# Hg# 
Buring these first two menoeuvrea ventilation was adjusted to 
keep arterial carbon dioxide tension between 35 and 45 mm, %. 
next procedure was to change the paCGg abruptly by adding
BBé
carbon dloxidé gas to the inspired gas mixture. Xn this 
experiment the mean level of FaOOg reached was 112 mm. Eg.
Table I4 presents the haemodynamiO results observed âiœing 
this experiment.
Table I4
mm$ BATE, 
A3H}:
SL0O» PHESSÜHB AMD MOOABBIAl BÏ.QO» PLOW 
Og* Og * GOg at Z A?A <11 DOGS)
‘ " Heart Rate 
Beats/min* .
Mean Blopd 
Pressures 
m. %*
' %ccardial 
Blood Flow 
ml*/100g*/mih#
Ate 9 '
Mean ana SiE.
' 1# Î 5 115 Î 5 106 ± 5 
p<O,O0l
155't 7 110 Î 7
Mean and B.i* p <0.001
Og and,SGg' 161 » 8 107 $ 7 ■ 120 Î 4
Mean and 8«B.
ômmrn
!%ere is m  si^ iifioaut change In heart rate of mean bipod 
pressure but the fall in flow with hyperbaric oxygen is reversed 
%  the addition of carbon dioxide, the mean increase being of 
the order of 58^ * The statistically significsuit results 
(Students t«-tost) are indicated*
Figure 15 presents the changes in Wyocardial blood flow; in 
the individual dogs in this experiment* In each case a 
substantial rise in flow occurred*
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mi/lOOg/m in
MYOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOW at 2 AT A 
(n Dogs)
160 ” 1
AlrE O2 + CO2
120 -
80 —
40 -
Figuire 15? KyôoasîâiaX Mood flow in eaqh case falla with oxyge# 
Wt sufe^ equentXy ino3?0aBea with, the additian of 
oarhon dlomde#
Figïsre 16 pmsente the êhan^ ee in ï^ oôaxâial oaçygen content 
iifiô2*enoe in eleven doge, fhere la no, signiiicant change in the 
yaluee between ate and IGGJ^  ozygen Wt a marked f i n  all values 
is seen wlm the addition of carbon dioxide#
A -V  O2 CONTENT DIFFERENCE AT 2 ATA
ml O2/too ml
(11 Dogs)
12-1
10 -
8-
6-
4 -
O2 + CO2Air =
values shmm in the pguavious two figu%^ s wexe used to derive
< '■ ; ' \
iBÿooardial oxygen consumption and the results are presented in ^ able 15*
92,
îîSrOCABDElI. DtOOD P£OW* A-V OXÏGEK GOM'Elffi BIfflTOifaB 
AÏÏB OXVGBi COÎÎSTOffilOT 
âlEî Og: Og + COg At 2 AWA (ll BOGS)
%ooaidlal 
ËLqod flow 
al*/lOOgi/iBin,
A«#V Og Oontent 
ml./l00 ml.
Qg Oonsuxaption 
ml*/iOOg#/min#
Air S
M@en aM S.%.
W
P< 0.001
8.8 t 0.4 9*18 - 0.40
p< 0,001
79 * 5 8.1740.82 6,47- 0.55.
Meaü and S*B« P < 0.001 p <0,001 p<0#01
Og ànd COg 120 Î 4 5.07 * Ô.24 = 4*52 - 0.32
Mean and 8.B.
‘
OOMEW
^he statistically significant changés axe indicated 
(students t-test)* fhe Initial fall in bleed flow with 100^ 
oxygen is xevexsed by the addition of oarbon dioxide# A-*? 
oxygen difference shows no change with oxygen but a substantial 
fall with the addition Of carbon dioxide# Oxygen consumption 
falls with oxygen, and falls by a further 30f^ with oarbon 
dioxide in spite of a massive increase (50^ ) in flow#
93.
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fhe mmlte in fat»Xe %6,
#blG 16
. MOTAÏB eOHSOHFSOT 
A3Ei Og: Og + COg #t 2 ATA (9 POOS)
Arterial A^Y Difference
T... ■---r—r-....
Dàotaté
lactate mg*/lOO ml# Oonsnmption
mg,/100 ml# mg#/lOO gl./min
Air » 18*5 Î 2.11 5. 6 4 0.97 5. 3 - 0.75
Mean and 8.B#
s 18.8 Î 2,28 4. 9 - 1.68 3. 0 Î 1.09
Mean and B*B#
Og and OOg 16.7 " 1.74 1.68 t 1.42 1.94 11.64
Mean and 8*B.
laôtate «tonsîamptiôn i$ wi1*h hyperlmazie 03^ gen and
doo^ased with the addition of oat;Wn dioxide » #e 
ohangee in lactate oonoumfetion aw etatiotioally significant 
#en examined hy the paiwd t-test hut not hy the mpaiWd t-test<
m m a ? s  vmkmmBM
fhe wsulte aw pweented in fable 17-
94»
Vf
jf
FîfRWàïS
# :  Og* Og +
aoTOîPSIOM 
qOg at 2 AiSA (9 BOSS)
Arterial 
Pyruvate 
i30*/lOO ml#
; A-T Blffeïeaoé 
B®./100 ml.
pyruvate
Oonsumption
mg#/iOOg*/min#
Air a
#èan and $#B,#
V 32-o»n 0.54 - P*09 0.33 * 0*09
Mean and ^ *K*
1«25 t 0.X6 o.gp i 0,08 0,21 Î 0,07
Og ana OOg 1*20 $ 0.12 0*51:Î 0*11 0*20 Î 0,10
Most» and S,.S.
Pymmte epn»wptioti iû âpéireaped, v ith  h y # # a rlp  oxygen 
althongl: lit%e Jtethex deomaée lu noted with the addition of 
Oarhoh dioxide*
Garhon dioxide hae been shown ^ #vionsly to hâve the ability 
both to ino#ia8e %%rooa#ial hiood flow and also to deoneaso oaygen 
eonsnmption of the ayooardium* In the situation which has been 
reported here# carbon dioxide was added when flow and both oxygen 
and substrate metabolism had already been reduced by hyperbaric
95*
exygen* It Had the effect of further reducing oxygen and lactate 
consumption Hut still managed to increase the blood flow 
substantially* 5îhis gives further credence to the view that 
in this respect carbon dioxide has almost certainly two main 
types of action # à direct effect on arteriolar smooth muscle 
and an indirect action which odCurs via metabolic pathways*
If the theory of autoregulation in the corona:^  flow field 
is accepted then it #iay be that the indirect action which 
reduces 03^ gen qonsumption might favour a fall in blood flow 
but this is more than offset by its direct action on smooth 
muscle#
Oxygen consumption of the myocardium has long been considered 
to be a primary determinant of the level of myocardial blood 
flow (Berne* I964) and these present â^ sults give rise to a 
paradoxical situation# %here is certainly no direct relationship 
between .consumption and flow in this situation and the most likely 
answer is that a piiarmacplogical effect of carbon dioxide on the 
vessels has over-ridden the basic metabolic effect and given rise 
to these contradictor? results#
96;
g# 1964* Begulàtion of Oèronary blood flow,
physiol* Hev#* 44; 1*
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5he previous experiments which had been conoemed with 
Changes in myocardial blood flow and oxygen oonsmption were 
involved with measurements which were taken over a relatively 
short period# As suspicion had been aroused that hyperbaric 
oxygen might interfere with metabolic processes* it was 
decided to investigate this aspect further particularly with 
regard to the time of exposure to high partial pressures of 
oxygen# Olinical experience in various fields had led to a 
decision to limit* as far as possible# any one e^oaure to 
oxygen at high pressure to a maximum of three to four hours#
An experiment was therefore devised in which readings would 
be taken first on air equivalent# then JO minutes after changing 
to lOC^ oxygen and then tiu?ee hours after changing to 10(%^  
oxygen# In thim, way it was felt that changes #d:Ch might have 
escaped notice at |0 minutes may well have become obvious at 
3 hours#
» H Q 3 ?
fhe baalq experimental method was exactly as hefosre 
and the only difference lay in the time of oKposnro to 
hyperbario oxygen# Qm^lao output was measured in four dogs#
B m m B
The haemodynamio results in this different series of 
II dogs are presented in Table 18#
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T a b le  IB
M W r  mOOD mEBBWE A »  MfOOâEDlàh BhOOh m W  
- AiEt W W  AT 30 M i m m ;  AT lao mîwéb
AT 2 A m  (11 W s )
geart gate 
Beata/gin#
Mean Blood 
Pressure 
B»* %
Myooardi&l 
Blood flow 
jml#/iOOg./min.
Air ■-. *
. Hean and B#E.
0^  at 30 minutes 
Mean and S.B.
0^  at ISO minutes
Mean and S#E#
------------- - ------
1691 e 
159 # 9
p<0.05 
14T Î 10
12? t 4 
117 - 5 
99 - 5
118-Î 6 
p <0.005
97 :* 5
p<O.Ol 
57 * 4
Although heart rate and hlood preeeure show a consistent 
downward trend in this table# the only statistioally significant 
change is in hlood pressure between Orygen at JO minutes and 
0^^0n at ISO minutes# There is# however# a significant change 
ih heart rate and mean blood pressure when comparing air equivalent 
readings and 03^ gen at 5 hours.
ioo.
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The résulta relevant to Oxygen consumption are presented 
in Table 19#
Table 19
m o G A m W ,  BiooD mm*- a-v eig c o i r a »  B w r n m p B
ABB Og q m s m M i o B  
A R ;  Og A?  ?0 Og Af 180 EDSTOPES A? -
2 A$A (u 'b o GS)
-•..: ..
%ocardial 
llood Mow 
ml#/lOOg,/min,
A»*? Og Oontent 
ml#/100 ml#
Og Oonsumption 
ml#/lOOg./min.
Air « : 
Kean mû. B.B,
3.18 i 6 7.31 - 0.96 8,37 » 0,86
p <0.005
Og at JO minutes 
Mean m û
87 i 5
p ^ 0$01
7*95 Î  0.98 6.63 - 0.65
P <0.005
0^  at 180 minutes 57 Î  4 7.38 - 0.84 ; 4.09 t 0.36
Mean and 8,1,
GOiœïT
ÎTo significant change is recorded in oxygen content difference 
between any of the changes. Oxygen consumption steadily falls 
with a highly significant difference between oxygen at JO 
minutes and oxygen at 180 minutes.
ÆThe results are .peèèonted iri Table 20* 
Table 20 ■ .
SLUQÔS1 AlWM., OONOEH^ Pilft.SION* A-Ÿ 00»S$ :
DmmmmoE i m  qommpsioB :
AîRi 0„ A® ?Ô MOTtfESi O- AT 180 MimlBBS 
 ^ AT 2 ATk <9 5O0s)
Arterial 
Ooncentration 
mg#/lOO ml#
A#V Oontent 
difference 
mg#/ioo ml#
Olucose
Ocnsumption
mg#/lOOg./min*
Air m
Mean and B#M*
Qg at JO minutés 
Me# and 8*s.
Og at 180 minutes
.Moan and .
il? »■ 0 ' ; ' '
111 i 6 
127 t 6
i.9 * 1,3 
■ 5.3 t lé?
2.3 t 2.6
4,2 - 1.8 
3.11 t 0.77
1.23 - 1.42
. . \ . '
ÔmMfg
The individual changes in consumption shown are not 
statistically ei^ cifleant but the change from air equivalent 
to Oxygen at 180 minutee is highly significant#
MomTE o o m m e r W
The results are p3?esénted in Tc^ ble 21,
1 0 2.
eable 21
' . ^ ’ . . ' ■ ■ ' ■ ’ ' [ - - < ■ ■ .  1 . - , - ’
MCl’ASB AKSESm GOHOENf SATOT, AtÏ 80H®EN3!
D»1MWGE A #  CGHStJHKPIOH 
AJH» Og Af 30 Mimflg: Og Af iso JCEHOESS
Af 2 AfA (8 3600s)
Arteriài 
Oehcentration 
mg.yiGO ml.,
A-1f Gantent 
Difference 
mg, /lOOml#
lactate
Oonsnmption
ag./lGOg./min.
Air »
Heàn and S.B.
Og at 30 lainutee 
Mean and 8,E.
Og at 180 miimtee 
Mean and 8,B.-
14.2 i 1.91 
, 15.2 Ï 2.21
I8.9 - 8.13
3,2 ± 0.8 
2.75 Î 1.65
1.94 2 0.6
5.86 Î 1.12
2.71 t 1.38
1.10 i 0*33
réduction in 
and o^gon at 180 ia
PIRtHTAf B OOHStJHPf lOH
The results are precented in Tahlé 22,
m .
m i l B  22
m m f S  iUiMJM. OœOÉBïEAflOH, AW7 c o m w  
S3l’EBMdB ATO GOHSWIÏOI 
■A3Hi Op Af 30 MHlSBSî ' 0^  Af 189 ÎECÎTOSS
Af à AfA (8 DOas)
Arterial 
Concentration 
mg#/lOO sil'*
A-? Content 
difference 
©gi/lGO ml .
Pyruvate
Consumptipn
mg:./100g*/Win%
Air n
Mean and B.H.
1,05 t Owl5 0^ ,28 i 0,11 0.34 - 0,15
Og at go minutes 
Moan and S.É.
1,02 5 0*14 0,15 - 0.16 0.15 2 0,03
Og at 180 minute# 
Mèàn and U»M*
1,27 * e»iQ 0,14 - 0.11 0*08 ^  0,06
OQMIT
The reduction in pÿruvàte .éonsnrotion tïetwèen air equivalent 
and o%gen at 180 #nùtee in
Oardiao Outmt ^
Gardiab output waié manured in four doge both at air 
equivalent and after three houre of IGG^ oxygen at 2 AfA. The
technique used wae dye dilution • in this case the dye was 
indooyanine green. The output in each ease was reduced; the 
individual reductions heing 23# 52# 44 and 50 per cent*
' , . : , - ■ '■ 
Mlèatroomzdlomranhio Ghanges
In three dogs ihi this oeriea BfO.i* abnoarialitiee appeared 
near the end of the tliree hour period of exposure to 100^  
oxygen# In each case the ahnortaàlity was utrlo^ ventrloular 
dissoolation of the interference dissociation type. Changing 
to air equivalent restored sinus rhythm in each oase.
Changea After Cessation of Gxygen irnosure
In eight dogs in vthiB experiment it was possible to study 
myooardial blood flow and oxygen Oonsumptlon on resumption of 
air equivalent hreathing after th#s hours of exposure to 
lOÇÇS oxygen. Readings were taken after gO minutes 
administration of air equivalent and the results for msrocardial 
blood flow and oxygen Oonsumptipn in the individual animals 
are presented in the next two figures (figures 1|7 and 18).
In éàOh ease, a-marked trend towards a return to baseline 
fibres is noted.
10§,
MYOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOW
ml/ lOOg/min  
8 Dogs
AIR = 180 MIN. 100% O 2 30MIN AIR 5
T60n
1 2 0 -
40
figure li$ fhere is a fali itx flow after ISO
mimtes e%^eure to oxygen* #te the tendenoy 
to return towards normal after 30 minutes of air 
«QUiTalent breathing.
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MYOCARDIAL OXYGEN CO NSUM PTIO N  
ml/lOOg/min  
8 Dogs
180 MI N .  100% O 2AIR = 3 0 M I N  AIR 5
13 -
11 -
9 -
7 -
5 -
3 -
IQrooardial oacygen eonsumptlon falls after 180 
mlmutee exposure to oxygen, tut after 30 minutes 
of air equivalent breathing it tends to return 
toeuxds normal levels.
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Who 3?e0ultfô in of have demonstrated
that with prolongml exposure to high tensions of o^gen several 
eWmges ooeur. Who layooardiaX blood flow falle substantially, 
oxygen oonmmption is eignifioantXy reduoed and there in evidenoe 
of marked interferenoe with oarbohydrate metabolism* Other 
ehanges inelude a reduction in oardiao output and in some oasea 
interference with tîse conduotion pathways in the heart. Blood 
pressure and heart rate more slightly affected* Wheso findings 
raise the suspicion that there be a torio effect when oxygen is 
administered at such pressures, .-
Who fact that oxy^n may have harmful of foots is no new 
idea. Priestley after discovering oxygen in 1775 experimented 
with living things and found tMt . not only was csgrgen essential to 
life but also remarked on ita possible use a» a therapeutic agent 
and commented on the possible danger of its use at increased 
dOnoentratipns* Be therefore had delineated from the outset its 
(a) necessity, (b) therapeutic usefulness and (c) possible 
deleterious effects*
fho first harmjM* effects of oxygen to be obeorved were 
described by lavoisier (1783) who described an *^ ioeendiary** action 
on guinea pig lungs* h^is work has been oonflmed many times 
since and in the main the pathological findings are of oedema,
lOS.
hépatisation of the lunge, pleural effusion, atelectasis and 
oonsolidation* h^ere is fundamental damage to capillary and 
alveolar membranes - a particular feature being increased 
permeability wiiioh allows protein and red blood cells to traverse 
the walls* Vacuolisation of mitochondria is said to occur*
M  interesting feature is that the interpretation of these changes 
as being due to à direct toxic action of oxygen has been challenged* 
33urfejr (1^ 64) thought that 10(# oxygén produced profound and rapid 
post-mortem changes many of which had previously been ascribed to 
oxygen toxicity. % ?
% e  changes in the lungs highlight another general effect of 
Cxygen# i.e* that of vascular involvement* %e capacity, to 
induce vascular patholo^ has been amply illustrated by the tragedy 
of retrolental fibroplasia in human infants* In baby mice 
exposure to osÿgen in excess, i.e* above 0  per cent, induces 
firstly decreased growth of blèod vessels, a secondary hyperplasia 
on return to air breathing and finally a decrease in the number of 
yossels and hypdplaSia which results in permanent blindness* In 
the adult vasoconstriction is the common reaction to exposure to 
high partial pressures of oxygen*
Bnzyme systems also known to be affected - including those 
in smooth muscle, striated muscle, heart and nerve. Rosenbaum 
(1963) has considered the question of enzyme inhibition by high 
oxygen pressure in ceils* He reported that several hydrolytic
10%
emymss (acid phosï»hatase, oathepsins, beta gluowonidase) may be 
inhibited by short exposures to high oonoeatmtione of oxygen 
(e.g. 15 mine, at 7 ahsospheree absolute) or longer eacpomree 
(24 to 48 hours) to lower ooncentrations* Be thought the 
inhibitory effect was due to an effect on the lipid membrane 
forming a mibeellular particle containing the bulk of activity of 
these acid hydrolysates* Bhese are the lysosomea and in this Case, 
oxygen may fix the membrane in am# way* Ee postulates that the 
enayme inhibition may be not due to destruction or modification 
of the èmymês but ra#er an interruption of the mechanism for 
their release.
SersChman (1963) in reviewing the biological effects of 
oxygen, considers that there is no obvious demarcation line above 
which toxic effects begin. She considers that the fundamental 
toxic potentialities of oxygen reside in its molecular properties* 
fhe electron bond structure of oxygen is such that it has high 
oxidising potential. It iS' a well qualified biological source of 
energy due to its high potential, abundance and availability. 
Bowever, this high potential carries with it a threat to tissue 
integrity and life itself .
Oxygen is a sluggish oxidising agent and this fact permits its 
use as a potential ener^ source* If it were a rapid oxidising 
agent it would react too quickly to permit the storage of any 
energy. It is postulated that the reduction of oxygen takes place
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râa changes through free radical states ^  when tMO state is 
Cached It', reacts. Very rapi%r* àercfdre although maiiy 
roactiow, auoh as with emypieS|> j^eéed slowly initially, they 
may"; hccomé rei^ -rapid" ome enough- ##gy :!#' released to activate 
the-'O^ j^ n to Its free - radical--form,- . 'In ^ this latter' state - highly ' 
destructive/réactions can he'started*:'
from tM's hypothesis it is p#shmed thut the normal 
eonoentratioue of oxygen (àtmoepheric air) is tWt for which we 
hh# 'adapted by developing ade%#te #ti^Oxid#t defmioe systems 
fhoêè may easily he oVeroo# hy normal pressurée of oxygen*^
ïhoré are ih faof mar^ similarities with the initial hiological 
é#eçt$ ' of % * ' irradiation* ^ ...
%ug#rd {I963) has studied the effeot of oxygen on ehsyme 
eyet#s in :particular*'' Activity is greatly reduced in many systems 
and in oue. experiment\he reported on .respiration in rat heart 
homogenates, oxygen oonsumption was markedly reduced hy changing 
from 7*4^ oa^ gen to 1%^ oxygen (at atmospheric pressure) * Be
quotes and agrees with Paul Bert who in 1878 said *^ Oonsumption of 
oxygen, hi%Edcing down of glucose in the blood* #11 chemical 
phenomena which can he measured easily, appear to he coneiderahly 
slowed dom hy the action of oxygen under high tension^ *
following #is line of thought it would seem likely that the 
changes produced by prolonged exposure to hyperbaric oxygen may
XU,
indeed be mmiifeetatione of a toxic notion on the oardiovasoular
- ; -
system* Baunitss, (194s) reported evidence of myocardial dmage 
in mice exposed to lOCÇ^  osrygon and Baniell and BagWOll. (1968)
Imve Su^éstod that the deorçase in ls#etrlO systolic tension 
found with exposure to 10(# oxygen at atmospheric; pressure m y  he 
due to early oxygen toxiolty# Jt is interesting however that 
Bean (196#), Bonald (1965) and Salentine (1966) all writing 
reviews of the problems of adverse effects of oxygen have little 
or nothing to report on the myooardim*
It is know that different organ syotems reaot in different 
ways to high levels of oxygen* |n the adult h m m  helng the 
o%t#l nervous system is prohahly the most sensitive * which 
place the cardiovascular system occupies is at present difficult 
to say* fhe fact that in our experiments after 3 hours of 
hypsrhario oxygen a return to air breathing results in a rapid 
improvement in myocardial flow may suggest that the toxic action, 
if it he such, is reversible at this stage*
, I966*. pathologic effects of exposure to h i#
02îygèn tensions* Sew B%1* #• Méd*, 275, lOjS*
ulUl, d^ *W*t 1963# general effects of oxygèü at Wgh tension, in 
, bc^gen in the Animal Organism .^ Id* Bickens and Seil# 
'porgmoh ?Wos#,, Oxfo#. ' / ^
BEiSfy ?*, ' 1$7B# ha pression teémetriqù©* parist. &sson# '■ 
(#giish franiiation by B*A* and p.A* Bltohoook (1943) 
èdiimWâ, Ohio# Ooll## %ok Company. )
: /.'j . / ;T . / t. ' ‘ ■■'-■.-V. ,: - , ; ‘ . . s'< J '
■35<yii|$i» 'l.S * and' # *B ., $ 9 0 * ' - 'g ffncte o f -h i,^ , oSiylién on
ojonona'ny flow and Jieajrfe fowio» 1** P%sj£oii.i 214,. 1454*
-BOJpjd),' .,*V*', # 0 *' i. Oxygen .loisonlng. ,|n'. %ge#anlO' Oxygenation*
' .  # *  l,X o 4, LediK^imnt S* & - tiv in ^ to n e , SdiaWrgh* '
, #»% j 1964, Po#t moy^m pulnonayy ohangee ooonwtng in
mioe.':e0o'#d vto; I00"p@y. nent-'oxygen at 740 #**%« ' ' '■*
Aeyoepaoe* Ked.j 269,
, S*, 1963* SüOlègioàl effects of oxygen in Oxygen in the 
Ânüial' Organise* ' Ed*: Die%e#' aftd #il, fengamon 'frése, 
Oxford*
E»* 1963« fhe toxic action of oxygen on wetaholiaa and 
the role of trace' metal# in Oxygen 16 the dni$al Organism,
' .Ed, ■ Diohen#' and -Eefli' fergesion -frees, -Oxford, ' '
4*, 194^ * ' lyocardial damage renting from high oxygen 
.--' ténCion* _ d« Aviatloh #d, # 13," 267,
lATOlsiia, A,&,, 17#3, Heaoires de mdioine et de fhysigne Hedieaie* 
'" ' ÈOB, Roy* de Kedicine, 9* 5 0 »
RÔSBÉ1BAWÎ, R.M., 1963. là discnestott from Oxygen in the Animal 
organism. Eàî, Eicken# and Eeil, fergaaon fress, Oxford.
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g WARY QF BEStHgS
^his thesis presents the results of an investigation into 
the behaviour of myocardial blood flow and metabolism particularly 
on exposure to high partial pressures of oxygen*
It is shown that mycoardial blood flow, oxygen consumption 
and substrate metabolism are reduced when exposed to hyperbaric 
oxygen, further it is suggested that this reduotion in flow is 
due to a direct effect of oxygen on the vessel wall.
Administration of carbon dioxide is aooompanied by a depression 
of oxygen consumption althou# blood flow rises sharply.
When carbon dioxide is added to hyperbaric oxygen it is found 
that the reduction in flow due to oxygen is reversed although oxygen 
consumption continues to fall. These results, the first ever 
presented from this particular combination of gases, are interpreted 
as indicating that carbon dioxide has probably a direct action on 
vascular smooth muscle which outwei#s any depressant metabolic 
effect.
finally the effects of hyperbaric oxygen, when exposure is 
prolonged to three hours, are studied and the likelihood of a toxic 
effect of oxygen at high pressure on the myocardium is discussed.
Ho confelusions are to be drawn from this series involving
114*
experimental animale regarding the human situation. This would 
W  unwiae# Work done in volunteers and also patients with 
myooardial infàretion have however shown that oày#n dàeé have 
effeOts ^  èometlmee profound on the oardlovasoular system.
It must he remembered that hyperharlo oxygen can he used with 
two aims in the first "WcaBstme an ahnormally low tension of
oxygon to normal or to give the body enou# dissolwd oxygen in 
the plawa to maintain life until ém^ pathologieal prooess is 
oo#eoted. The séoohd is deiihorateiy to induce a supra normal 
partial pressure of oxygen in the blood, thereby hoping to benefit 
a partiouier area where tissue typoxia exists.
ïfeôh research on the problems raised by this teohniqué has 
been #d continues to be performed. Although heart diooase is 
such a common finical problem the basic cardiovascular responses
' 4 . ■ i ■
to high pressures of oxygen have not been well explored*
there is obviously a great giîâf between human patholo# and 
the experimental animal but it is felt that the results presented 
from this series of experiments do indicate a pattern of - 
phyiiologicsl responses which it would be unwise to ignore* 
Fur%ermore it is obvious that much more work needs to be done on 
hman cardiovascular responses to oaygen at both normal and 
increased pressurés so that a better understanding be reached 
of the potéûtlalities and also limitations of oa^ gen therapy*
'■ 119.
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The min bulk of # #  # #  (1$66#6$) was performed while 
holding an appointment as Research Physician to the Bÿperhario 
Oxygen Bnit at the Weaterh Infiraatyi Glasgow* I m  grateful 
both to the Bedioal Reeeareh gounoil for their financial support 
and faoilities during this period and to professor K5ay of the 
Department of surgery for encouragement and helpful oritioism of 
this work.
I was fortunate in hairing Dr* Iain loA* iedingham, senior 
hedturer in Surgery# as both super%^ sor and oOllaborator*
Brt hedingham## Wide experienoe both of hyperhario oxygen and also 
of animal expeadmental work was always unhesitatingly put at vuf- 
disposal, ,
%  thanks are also due to Dr, I, P, Veoioe and Dr* Parratt, 
who later joined the research group and whose help and oritioism 
have been very much appreoiated#
The teohniOal staff of the îîÿperbarlà Dnit have beéh at all 
times patient and helpful but I should like particularly to thank 
toSf Denise W%te who was most olosely assooiated with this project,
I am also grateful to Oabriel Donald and, his Staff of the 
Medical Illustrations Department# Ylestem Infirmary# for their 
help With the figures and diagr^s.
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radio#aotive counting cyetem#
Daetly I miat acknowledge the sterling clerical help I have 
received from Misées M. Gibson, K. Thomson, N. Ealley, Jean Kellook 
and Wrs* Elizabeth Himao.
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#%é material l%i Ohaptqrs 2 Wid 3 ma present# In prellmlnmy . 
fo^ té thé IntoxhationaX Stood Flow' Gongrass held lu Glasgow in 
1967* ■ ; . ■
Roféréhcèi . Glo^ ranoe of Xenon^ ^^  from the #%roo#rdimi ao a 
ào^mm ôf %ooardlal- #ood. #ow ^ wlWmpoolâl - refomne# to .
.onflow #:4#Xé##o of o.xygon.-tehÇlon*' ,, '
(f *,|* ..Kolridô; and ;.ï* m#* Wdlngh#)*. Slood Flow through 
Organs and pp. 90#100, F, $ï 8, tohe, 196$#
#en #. J# F, Vanoe joln©4 tW soosoaroh group work was done 
In oollabofatlon with h #  and St?* ledlngbam on the offaots of 
Carbon dioxide, I,## part of the work prooont# in #mpter 6,
leforonoei ■Effeots of ohangos ln partial pressure of carbon 
dlOXl#' oh %ob#dlal Blood Flow* ■ (J, $# Vanoe, f. lé.îloBridei
and I# Mod# Dedingt6). Brit#- I#- Anaoathoaiat 1967, 39, 68$#
SiV, j# E# Farratt boom# aosooiatod with #e group mid the 
followlhg##munloatloh8 dëalt with other aspoeto of the material 
in Ghaptor 6# ' ' ■ _
Eeferenoe# Bffecta of Eaiaod Çarbon Dioxide Tension on Blood 
flow and p:^ g©n gonmmptlon in the jMÿooardlum# (J# P# Tanoe, 
# W d e ,  I# E, $a#a#:md hedlnghm), .
Froèoodingé.-Of the .Scottish gooleiy of Expérimentai Modioinei
Heferénoéi /Sffeot of Syperodpnia on Myoom^iàl Slood flow, 
OsQTgen aonemptlon and Metsbollm* (I, SoA* ledinghma,
T.; I# mSelde, J* K* Farmtt and J# F. fanoe). 
proeeedinge of the pbyeidibglqal 8ooiety# September, I96B#
' ' ' ' 119,.
The experiments in' Qlmpters g and 7 were reported m  follows*
■Eeferenoet 0hanges in l^ooardial Hood ^ ow and Oxygen 
Gomwptloh on Exposiw to gyperbario OaQrgen* (f # I# HoBride, 
J* Ft ?ano0|'‘f. Si: farratt and I, MoA. ladinglmm)*"'//- ' 
Frooeedin# of the Soottieh Sooiety for Experimental Hedioino# 
Jane# 19#* . .-
baetly the material in Ohapter 0 formed the basis of the 
following qowunièation given to the Iritîeh Gàrâiao gooieiy#
Heferenoei Changes in î^ ôoarila-l Hood flow and Oxygen 
Çohsi#ptïon on %pomre; to-'S^ rbario Oxygen# (f #' I# - Robride# 
I# HçA* Xiodingham and J. F. vanoe)# Hitish CaXd|ac Sooiety# 
‘lèoembér# I960* ,
n %
M e m m
Technical details of Instruments and methods are herewith 
appended.
Bloqd Gas AnaXyaie .
Blood gases were measured with the Radiwwter blood gas 
equipment (Astrup). This equipment oonslsted of blood gas 
monitor Ml 92Ti FOg eleotrode, I 5046/D6161 POOg electrode 
E 5936/D6|6f pE meter# F #  27* The electrodes were calibrated 
daily with #ses of teiown oxygon and carbon dioxide tensions.
The pE meter was calibrated with two standard solutions of known 
î«.
Blood Gas Difference
To allow for the known discrepancy between measuring oxygen 
in a fluid and a gas medium the blood gas difference was calculated 
for each day. Blood was tonometerod in a Torres rota*^ ing syringe 
for 30 minutes and then the oxygen tension in the gas phase was 
measured. The tension of oxygen in the blood phase was then 
measured at 1§ second intervals for 2 minutes. The peak reading 
was used to calculate the blood gas difference and a converting 
faotor was derived from this.
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Blood Qlueooe
This m s  sstiaatsd by the standard folia and WU tsohalqus 
(J. Biol. Ghsm.* 41, 967» 1920).
Blood lAOtat#
The Bo^islngsr and Boehms method was msed. Blood is first 
dsprotelnlsed with perohloris aeid. After ceatrifngntiom buffer 
(0.9 ■ glyoime) is added followed by the addition of £DI (2 mg/ml.) 
and 0.027 M BAD. This is inoubated at 29^ and them optieal 
density is read in a Hilgsr speotrophotometer (tbrispek H 700) at 
966 am. After suhtraeting optieal density of a blank the 
differenoe is raaltiplied by 117.9 to give mg. lactate per oent. 
Standard lactate concentrations were used as controls.
SiosSJOSSSBiSL
This was estimated bf the Boehringer and Boebne method.
Blood was depsoteimised with pershlorie aeid. After centrifsgation 
the supernatant is mixed with buffer (2.2 M dipotassium hydrogen 
phosphate). After standing in ice and subsequently being filtered, 
BADE (0.012 M) is added and optieal density is read in a Sllger 
speetrephotometer at 996 nm. 0.79 IDl^ml. is them added and 
optical density read after 9 minutes. The differenoe between 
these optieal densities is multiplied by 6.88 to give pyruvate in 
milligrams per sent. Standard pyruvate ooneentrations were used 
as controls.
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Carbon Dioxide
The instrument used for inftn red carbon dioxide analysis was 
the Hartmann and Braun Capnograph (URAS X).
Cardiac Output
A dye dilution technique using indooyanine green was employed. 
A constant rate withdrawal pump (Harvard) was used for arterial 
sampling. A Water’s densitometer (%C 302) was used in conjunction 
with the Servoseribe writer and the output caleulated from the
graph obtained in the standard manner.
'  ' ■ ■ ’
Haememlobln
A i s  was estimated by the eyasmethaemoglobin teohnique.
After addition of 0.04 ml. blood to 10 ml. XCW reagent the optical 
density was read in the spectrophotometer (Uhicam S.P. 600) at 
940 mn. This was read against a standard of known haemoglobin 
oonoentratien.
SSBSSLS2BiWl
When the arterial oxygen tension was known and oorreoted for 
the blood gas differenee ef the day, the arterial oxygen saturation 
was read off on the Badicmster blood gas calculator (984*900).
This takes into account pi, temperature and base exeess. Oxygen 
eapaeity was taken as grams haemoglobin x 1.94. The pereentage 
saturation was eombined with the figure for oxygen eapaeity and
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oxygen content ene therefore derived* However alloeanee etiU 
had to be made for diaaolved oxygen and this was ealoulated 
aoeording to the formulai dissolved oxygen - 0.009 ml. per cent 
per nm.Hg. POg. When this figure for dissolved oxygen was added 
to the caleulated oxygen content the total oxygen content was 
found.
Oxygen Pw»entage Analyser
Oxygen percentage was measured using a Servomex D.O.L. 101 
paramagnetic oxygen analyser.
Eadiqaetive Counting Hguinaent
The eoumting system used for measuring the gamma radiation 
159
from ^^Xencn was the Hkeo Electronics Counting System. This 
consisted of H.T. high veltage supply H 9100, a pulse height 
analyser X 9010, rate meter X 9190 and the gamma scintillation 
detector X 9401. The seintillatiem detector used a thallium 
activated sodium iodide crystal. In cperaticn the H.T. supply 
was normally set at 970 volts, the rate meter was set at range 
900 pulses per second and the time constant normally used was 
9 seoonds. Pulse height analyser amplification was set at times 
1 and the gain at xlOO. The gate width voltage was 2.0 and the 
threshhold voltage 4.0. The reeozding system used for the 
radioactive work was a Ocers Servoseribe type XI 911# The
1 2 3.
wasi m o m a l l y  m% alî 100 mt* and the pape® apged 
120 mm# per mlnnte*
Bpeaswe and B.C.0$ ByBtm
Intravaaonlar pressures and E.0#0, were recorded on a 
Mingograph 81 (Elem ^  SoJionander) # ?he principle of this 
recorder is a low inertia galvanometer driving an ink jet system, 
this was used in conjunction with pressure transducers W  33 and
m  34#
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EXPERIMMTAL STUDIES OK MYOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOW ADD METABOLISM 
WITH SPECIAL REFEREKOE TO HYPERBARIC OXYQEK
SUMMARY OF THESIS
In the last few years there has been a renewal of interest in 
the use of hyperbaric oxygen as a therapeutic measure. Much work 
has been published on its use in various clinical situations and 
efforts have been made to use this mechanism in the treatment of 
different types of heart disease. It has become increasingly
clear however that an understanding of the fundamental changes in 
myocardial blood flow and metabolism which occur on exposure to 
high partial pressures of oxygen was lacking. Furthermore, little 
well documented experimental work was available.
It was decided therefore to plan an investigation into the 
effects of oxygen at high pressure on myocardial blood flow and 
metabolism. The experimental animal was the dog and the main 
locus of the work was the Hyperbaric Unit at the Western Infirmary, 
Glasgow.
A brief review is given of the history of investigation of
myocardial blood flow and a short summary of the types of methods
available for such an investigation. The techniq^ue selected for
measuring myocardial blood flow utilised the clearance of the
155radio-active gas -^ X^enon from the myocardium.
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The theoretical basis of this method is then described and 
the practical details outlined. The establishment of the method 
in the laboratory follows.
The first experimental work concerned the effect of high 
partial pressures of oxygen on myocardial blood flow. These 
experiments were conducted at a pressure of 2 atmospheres absolute. 
It was shown that an abrupt change of arterial oxygen tension from 
100 mm.Eg, (defined as "air equivalent") to 1000 mm.Hg, was 
associated with a 2 jfo reduction in myocardial blood flow.
Although it was thought unlikely that this reduction in flow 
would be mediated through nervous pathways a series of experiments 
was devised to investigate this possibility. The change in flow 
was studied after (a) injections of atropine and propranolol (a 
beta adrenergic blocking drug), (b) injections of phenoxybenzamine 
(an alpha blocking drug) and (c) bretylium tosylate (an adrenergic 
neurone blocking drug), As the reduction in flow or changing 
from air equivalent to oxygen was maintained after these injections 
it was concluded that this reduction in flow is not reflexly caused. 
A direct effect of oxygen on vascular smooth muscle was thought to 
be responsible.
Myocardial oxygen consumption and metabolism were studied 
during this change from air equivalent to oxygen breathing. The 
metabolic parameters studied were the extraction of lactate,
5.
pyruvate and glucose. Oxygen consumption, lactate consumption 
and pyruvate consumption were all substantially reduced. Ko 
change was noted in the consumption of glucose.
The next experimental work concerned the effect of high 
partial pressures of carbon dioxide on myocardial blood flow and 
oxygen consumption. This work was performed at normal 
atmospheric pressure. Raised arterial carbon dioxide tension was 
associated with a rise in myocardial blood flow and a fall in 
oxygen consumption.
Because of these results the effect of high arterial tensions 
of carbon dioxide combined with hyperbaric oxygen was studied, A 
further fall in oxygen and substrate metabolism occurred but a 
substantial increase in myocardial blood flow was noted. It is 
suggested that carbon dioxide may have a direct vasodilator 
effect on myocardial vasculature and an indirect effect which may 
impair cellular metabolism.
The final group of experiments concerned the changes which 
occurred in myocardial flow and metabolism when the change from 
air equivalent to oxygen was prolonged for 3 hours. The myocardial 
blood flow fell substantially, oxygen consumption was further 
reduced and evidence of marked interference with carbohydrate 
metabolism was found. In addition the expected fall in cardiac 
output was confirmed and evidence was found of interference with
4.
atrio-ventricular conduction in the heart in three cases* These 
changes all tended to return to normal when administration of air 
equivalent was resumed. The likelihood of a toxic effect of high 
partial pressures of oxygen on the myocardium is discussed.
Finally a general summary of the results is presented and 
the clinical and laboratory implications of these studies reviewed,
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